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fealthcare expenditure has been increasing in the United States alone
since at least 1997 but economists have been trying to determine
1-l
the factors that affect spending levels long before then. The most
I
I
-L .Lwidely researched factors include: income, population, technology
and wellness. There is a lack of agreement on which variable best describes
the changes and levels of healthcare spending. The purpose of this research is
to use SPSS software to run an OLS regression and analyze the impact of the
four most commonly researched variables of healthcare spending to determine
which affects expenditure the most. Insight into this topic could provide policy
makers with a new angle on how to tackle rising health costs and redirect
government funds into areas that would have a more significant impact on the
country's economic and physical health. This research finds that wellness of the
country, in terms of infant mortality rate, to have the highest significance on
healthcare expenditure. As this impact is determined to be positive, meaning
that a higher infant mortality rate leads to a higher level of healthcare spending,
this potentially indicates that countries should focus on bringing their health
standards up in order to cut expenses in the healthcare sector.
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INTRODUCTION
With all of the talk recently about the Affordable Care Act (ACA) in the United
will work, how it will fail, what could have been done better - healthcare remains a topical subject on most everyone's mind. But, with only a
few years since the ACA s implementation, no one can say with any certainty if the
program is a success or failure just yet. Fortunately, healthcare spending, and the
factors that influence it, can be studied in place of the ACA. In fact, economists have
been studying healthcare for quite some time and are continuing to do so to this day.
Economic analysis of healthcare spending across multiple countries may predict how
the ACA will perform in the coming years.
States - how the program

The state of healthcare spending alone has not been cause for alarm for the United
States necessarily, but the deficit caused by government spending in general has and
healthcare plays an important role in that formula. This research will analyze aggregate healthcare spending (both public and private) and government spending will primarily be discussed because goverrrment spending is easier to adjust and control than
private spending. Does the U.S. govemment need to increase their level ofhealthcare
spending? Or would they be able to cut back and keep the country just as healthy than
if they operated at a higher level of spending? What factors should policy makers be
considering when raising or lowering the budget for healthcare? This research will
attempt to provide insight into these questions as well.

The research in this paper will stem from research conducted in years previous
about the many different factors that economists have determined affect healthcare
spending. The literature review will outline some of the more notable studies and
breakthroughs in healthcare research and determine the variables to be used for this
research. Regression analysis will be used to determine, of the variables selected,
which one significantly influences healthcare spending the most. The implications of
this research's findings will be discussed in the conclusion of this paper.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Healthcare spending has been analyzed since the late 1970s and since then both
the data comprising the research and the research itself have become much more
complex. Due to increases in data volumes and better monitoring over time, the accuracy of studies done have increased. Studies done in the late 70s and 80s showed
the income elasticity of healthcare services to be around 1.5 with data obtained from
the OECD, indicating healthcare was a luxury good. In the 1990s however, elasticity
shifted closer to 1 and economists began to consider healthcare as more of a normal
good, still from data obtained largely by the OECD (Martin,2011).

This shift in view, supported by the most of the same data, proves - if nothing
- that continuing to monitor healthcare spending is a worthwhile venture along
with determining which components make it up. In addition to determining the income elasticity of healthcare, economists have been attempting to determine what all
else

-
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exactly influences the amorurt of money the country throws at healthcare. Factors
like income, population aging, technology and overall wellness of the country
have appeared in more than one analysis of healthcare spending but an overarching consensus has not been reached about which variable best explains healthcare
spending.
Considered to be 'seminal'work by many economists, Joseph Newhouse published a study in 1977 regarding medical care expenditure across 13 countries
(1977). Newhouse wanted to know what determined the quantity of resources that
countries devoted to their medical care; he measured this as per capita medical
care expenditure and created a regression equation looking at how gross domestic
product (GDP) per capita influenced medical care expenditure. With data taken
from a single year in each country Newhouse observed that "over 90 percent of
the variance in per capita medical expenditure can be explained by variation in
per capita GDP" and that the two were positively correlated (1977). Obviously,
with the observed income elasticity being greater than 1, a positive relationship
between income and healthcare spending makes sense - if a country has more
money to spend, they should be able to devote more money to all projects, including healthcare. Even so, Newhouse was among the first to shrewdly address why
countries spend what they do on healthcare and nearly all researchers who have
studied the issue hence have used his work as a basis for their own.

With the introduction of time series and panel data in the 1990s, the economists
running studies inspired by Newhouse began to observe changes in income elasticity for healthcare (Martin,2011). They also began to realize that in order to
obtain results that were not unauthentic, ensuring the variables in their regressions
were stationary was essential (Hansen, 1996). Making economic data stationarity
over periods of time removes trends that misrepresent the data. Taking the difference of the data points was, and remains, the most common way to rid the data
of most time specific influencers. These advancements in analyzing data spurned
many into looking again at Newhouse's groundbreaking work and wonder, as Newhouse did, what other factors played apart in determining healthcare spending.
Several theories emerged from the woodwork over the past twenty five years with
a handful of economists supporting, and often debunking, each theory.
Income, in various iterations of GDP, still remains in the ring of supported
theories as the most important contender in determining healthcare despite many
claims that other 'non-economic'factors carry more weight. Nearly every economist (cited in this research) analyzing the topic has included an income variable
into their regression, even if income was not their hypothesized key determinant
and did not end up being found as a key factor. The ways in which income manifests have been slightly different, but in general total GDP and per capita GDP
have been the two measures used to capture income for regression analysis. Newhouse's (1997) study in 1977 and Clemente's (et a1.2004) study in 2004 both
find income to have a significant effect on total healthcare expenditure, yet they

8 $ Tur Hoxons REvtrw
both present the idea that other factors should be taken into account. Barros (1998,
539), who looked at healthcare expenditure growth and GDP growth instead of
levels of either, also determined income to be the driving force behind explaining
healthcare expenditure, saying "the economy's growth, measured by per capita
GDP growth, had a signiflcant bearing on health expenditure increases".

Obviously, the logic behind hypothesizing income as the key factor in healthcare spending makes sense from a strictly financial point ofview. However, taking

into account the fact that 'healthcare'is a service provided directly to citizens of
oeconomic' factors can not be the only thing that explains the amount
a nation,
of spending on healthcare. Countries with smaller populations might be able to
spend less overall on healthcare, but more per person than countries with a higher
population, for example. 'Young countries'may have less of a need to spend money on healthcare than courtries whose populations are aging.
In fact, many economists put stock into the 'aging population'theory ratherthan
income to explain the changes in healthcare spending. Even though Barros (1998)
shows in his research that aging of the population does not affect the growth of
healthcare spending, he concedes aging may contribute to healthcare expenditure
and not growth. Yet other economists place more importance on an aging population than Barros and accounting for an aging population, like accounting for income, has been included in many of the studies surrounding healthcare spending
regardless of the author's hypothesis.
Two studies, one done in 2000 and another done in2002 (the lauer just looking
regional impact ofhealthcare expenditure in Italy), found that while income
measured in real per capita GDP was the most important variable, aging played
a significant role as well (Roberts, 2000; Giannoni and Hitiris, 2002). The measurement of an 'aging'population has been observed in most research by looking
at the percentage of the country's population over the age of 65 (Di Matteo, 2005).
A study conducted with data obtained from Canadian provinces also states that
the variable ofpopulation aging is most significant and can accountfor92 percent
of variation in real per capita healthcare expenditure (Di Matteo and Di Matteo, 1998). A study done with US data found that percent of the population over
65 strongly influenced healthcare spending with a positive coefficient of 2.522
(Karatzas,2000).
at the

Interestingly enough, out of the four main variables, aging remains the most
contested. The idea behind the theory makes sense, much like income, because
if the population grows 'older' then realistically more money would need to be
invested in healthcare to take care of the elderly. However, while the percent of
GDP spent on healthcare in the US has continued to rise over the last 20 years, the
proportion of the population over the age of 65 has hardly grown at all suggesting
that a myriad of other factors are influencing the increased amount of healthcare
spending in the US. Of the wide range of other possible factors, two stand out for
being included in other studies and for explaining increased healthcare spending:

-
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technology and the well-being of the country.

Until recently, technology's influence on healthcare spending has been hard
to determine. Newhouse (1992) discussed technology in a second study he conducted about healthcare expenditure, but "because of the problem in measuring
productivity" he didn't include technological change in his regression. Instead, he
discussed that the large difference between projected spending and actual spend-

ing, or the residual, provided by his regression was explained by technological
change and could account for a large portion of healthcare expenditure as a result.
Barros made the same observation about the residual in his study but noted that
he thought technological change accounted for much less of the residual than Newhouse (1998).With Barros'study being conducted some years after Newhouse's
second study, assuming changes in technology within that time period had already
affected the healthcare market - and therefore spending patterns - would not be
entirely overreaching.

Neither Newhouse nor Barros could say with certainty how much of the difference in numbers technology caused, but assuming technology's role is a safe bet.

Not until years later did researchers develop a signiflcant way to make a stab at
measuring how technological change influences healthcare expenditure. Okunade
and Murthy (2002) used total expenditures on research and development in the
medical sector in order to quantifr technological change and determined technology, measured by research and development expenditure was the most significant
variable in healthcare spending.

Clearly Okunade and Murthy's method of quantiffing technological change is
not perfect;just spending money on researching technology does not make technology readily available to use in a medical setting and would therefore not factor
into healthcare costs and spending. This has the inherent issue of giving technological change cyclical qualities as well. New technology tends to be expensive
when first introduced, but over time the price drops as more advanced technology
is researched. In this respect, levels of research and development act as more of a
measure of investment of which the product is technology, and economic research
has yet to prove if this is in fact an important variable to consider in healthcare
spending.

Lastly, although similar to age, some researchers have begun to discuss 'closeness to death'in their research and have attempted to determine the effect on
healthcare spending in order to account for more of a 'overall welfare' aspect of
spending on healthcare. Zweifel's study in 1999 looked at information from insurance companies and took into account the last 2 and 5 years of patients'lives who
were over the age of 65. According the results, age has little to no significance on
healthcare spending but closeness to death does, and the data used from within the
client's last 2 years of life were more significant to healthcare spending than the
client's last 5 years of life.

10 S Tsr HoNons
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Zweifel's inclusion of a variable to account for closeness to death has almost
been as influential as Newhouse's initial research; since 1999 there have been at
least 5 other studies done to examine and confirm the Zweifel's results and their
results have all been consistent with Zweifel's findings that closeness to death best
explains the changes in healthcare spending and the closer a person is to death, the
more money they will need spent on healthcare (Felder et al,. 2000; Seshamani
and Gray, 2004a; Seshamani and Gray, 2004b; Breyer and Felder,2006; Werblow
et a1., 2007). Similarly, a more recent study examined a variable other than closeness to death to account for a country's well being. Morbidity, a variable that
"describes individual needs for health care" by documenting individuals who are
diseased, disabled or in general poor health, was added to a regression to determine its effects on healthcare spending (Solakoglu, 2012). This new variable was
found to have more significance over healthcare spending than both per capita

GDP and population aging.

Both closeness to death and morbidity account somewhat for the 'demand'of
healthcare, which directly correlates to the amount of spending and can be explained, to an extent, by the elasticity. Although individuals needs and actions
y&ry, those who are dying or consider themselves unwell are more likely to seek
out medical services than those who are more or less healthy. This demand type
quality eschews the effects of income, aging, and technology - especially with
elasticity near I and falling - because those who believe they need medical attention will seek out healthcare providers regardless of the price tag, their age or
the latest technology available. As a result, a country with a large proportion of
individuals who are in need of medical care, either due to their closeness to death
or their poor health, would end up spending more of their money on healthcare
services.

However, countrywide information on closeness to death and morbidity remains hard to come by and sources for the information may not accurately reflect
the population. Insurance companies are the most common sources for data on
closeness to death with nearly all studies analyzing this variable receiving their
information on a regional level instead of a nationwide level (Felder et al,. 2000;
Seshamani and Gray, 2004a; Seshamani and Gray, 2004b; Breyer and Felder,
2006;Werblow et al., 2007). Closeness to death may also introduce a form of bias
due to looking at spending on healthcare in hindsight to prevent death. A person's
level of healthcare spending may or may not differ within the last years of their
life when compared to the entirety of their life, especially since most do not know
when their 'end' will actually occur. This then, sets up morbidity as a better alternative to capturing the welfare of a country as it accounts for the wellbeing of
citizens. Morbidity, unfortunately, encounters two issues: documenting morbidity
partially relies on survey data or information reported by hospitals, and official
data has not been recorded consistently over a long enough period of time by most
countries.

In lieu of these measures of wellness, this research will use infant mortality rate

-
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as a measure overall healthcare quality and wellness of a country in an attempt
to discern if infant mortality rate influences healthcare spending similarly. Infant
mortality records are easily accessible, reliable and provide more of an unbiased

measure of nation wellbeing than closeness to death and morbidity.

With a pantheon of different variables attempting to explain healthcare spending, which of the champions explains it the best? Obviously, an indeterminate
amount of factors influence healthcare spending and when analyzing data across
countries even more factors come into play. However, while this makes pinning
down one key variable that can explain all of healthcare spending nearly impossible, previous research has narrowed the focus considerably to income, aging,
technology, and wellness as the top four variables used in most regression analysis. Addressing healthcare spending, and why the levels of spending are changing,
could provide insight into policy making that would affect healthcare systems
and prevent superfluous spending. Depending upon the most influential factor,
healthcare spending could be reallocated in different ways and other outside measures could be taken to benefit the healthcare system. This research will attempt
to determine which out of the four variables most commonly used in analyzing
healthcare spending affect the level of spending the most.

THEORETICAL MODEL
This research will examine the four most popular variables used in healthcare
expenditure analysis: income, population aging, technology, and wellness. An
OLS regression analysis will determine which of these four variables impacts
healthcare expenditure the most.

VARIABLES & EXPECTED SIGNS:
DEPENDENT VARIABLE
The dependant variable for the model is healthcare expenditure as a percent of
GDP. Healthcare expenditures across 29 advanced economies will be regressed
against Gross Domestic Product growth, GDP/capita growth (standard of living),
mortality rate, research and development (measured as a percent of GDP) and
percent of population over the age 65 from 1997 to 2012.

INDBPENDENT VARIABLES
Gross Domestic Product growth was chosen as an independent variable to capture the effect of a country's income on healthcare expenditure. All prior research
has used GDP in their regression in some form and Barros specifically used GDP

growth in his regression analysis. This research hypothesizes that GDP $owth
due to the idea that an in-

will have a positive effect on healthcare expenditure
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crease in the amount of money a country makes
ditures.

will

increase healthcare expen-

GDP/capita growth was chosen as an independent variable to capture the effect
standard of living may have on a country's healthcare expendifures. This research
hypothesizes that GDP/capita growth will have a positive effect on healthcare
expenditures as the more money citizens have (on average), the better they will be
able to afford and purchase healthcare.

Mortality rate was chosen as an independent variable to capfure the effect of
a country's wellbeing on healthcare expenditure. Prior research has studied the
effect of the health of a country on healthcare expenditure by using closeness
to death or morbidity. Mortality rate was chosen in an effort to select a more
unbiased variable and for the greater volume of data available. This research hypothesizes that mortality rate will affect healthcare spending, however, whether
positively or negatively is unclear.
Research and development was chosen as an independent variable to capture the
effect of technology change on healthcare expenditure. Prior research has studied
the effect of technological change on healthcare expenditure by both observing
the residual of the regression, in early research, and by including research and
development as an independent variable, in more recent studies. This research hypothesizes that research and development will have a positive effect on healthcare
expenditures with the idea that as countries invest and develop new technologies,
more money will need to be spent on healthcare to purchase the new technology.

Percent of population over the age of 65 was chosen as an independent variable to capture the effect of an aging population on healthcare expenditure. Prior
research has studied the impact of an aging population on healthcare and but are
divided on whether the variable can explain any of the variation in healthcare
expenditure. This research hypothesizes that percent of population over the age of
65 will have a positive impact on healthcare spending, however, this variable will
not have the greatest impact.

ESTIMATED EQUATION:

HCE:

+b GDPg +
Table

Variable

Code

Health ex- HCE
penditure,
total (%o of
GDP) (De-

pendent
Variable)

+

l:

+b

E+

+e

Variable Summary

Definition*
Total health expenditure is the sum of public and private
health expenditure. It covers the provision of health services (preventive and curative), family planning activities, nutrition activities, and emergency aid designated
for health but does not include provision of water and
sanitation.
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Table 1: Variable Summary

Variable

Code

Definition*

GDP
growth

GDPg

Annual percentage growth rate of GDP at market prices
based on constant local currency. Aggregates based on
constant 2005 U.S. dollars. GDP is the sum of gross value added by all resident producers in the economy plus
any product taxes and minus any subsidies not included in the value of the products. It is calculated without
making deductions for depreciation of fabricated assets
or for depletion and degradation ofnatural resources.

(annual %)

(Independent Variable)

GDP

per Sol.g

capita
growth
(annual %)

(Indepen-

dent Variable)

Mortality MORrate, infant Trate

(per

1,000

Annual percentage growth rate of GDP per capita based
on constant local currency. Aggregates are based on
constant 2005 U.S. dollars, GDP per capita is gross domestic product divided by midyear population. GDP at
purchaser's prices is the sum of gross value added by all
resident producers in the economy plus any product taxes and minus any subsidies not included in the value of
the products. It is calculated without making deductions
for depreciation of fabricated assets or for depletion and
degradation of natural resources.
Infant mortality rate is the number of infants dying before reaching one year of age, per 1,000 live births in a
given year.

live births)

(Indepen-

dent Variable)

Research RnDE
and devel-

opment
exp endi ture (% of
GDP) (Independent
Variable)
Population

ages

65

and above

(% of total) (Independent
Variable)

*Definitions

POP65

Expenditures for research and development are current
and capital expenditures (both public and private) on
creative work undertaken systematically to increase
knowledge, including knowledge of humanity, culture,
and society, and the use of knowledge for new applications. R&D covers basic research, applied research, and
experimental development.
Population ages 65 and above as a percentage of the

total population. Population is based on the de facto
deflnition of population, which cormts all residents regardless of legal status or citizenship--except for refugees not permanently settled in the country of asylum,
who are generally considered part of the population
the country of origin.

from World Bank*

of
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DATA
The data for this research has been obtained from the World Bank website and
includes information from 29 countries from 1996 to 2012. The flrst difference
of the observations has been taken for all categories to make the data stationary
resulting in 417* total observations. Below is a table with all of the included
countries and the averages of variable. Data for the year 2012 can be found in
Appendix A.

Table 2: Variable Means for Each Country
HCE (%
of GDP)

GDPg

Sol,g

MOR-

(annual

(annual

Trate

%)

(per

%)

RnDe*
(% of
GDP)

POP65

(% of
total)

1,000

live
births)

Country
Austra-

lia

8.3t7579 3.5383 15

1.965287

10.261l1

r.91704

10.682t7

Austria

t0.39422 2.865399

2.s07698

13.48333

2.277606

15.01532

r4.96896

9. l 893s

2.664246

2.275459

1r.79444

r.9s3907

Canada

9.8t243t

3.361985

2.05322

n.0407 4

1.898402

10.601 85

Chile

7.072373

4.343st

2.7t3642

36.33148

0.37807

6.383654

Rep.

6.850259

r.764138

t.683441

8.660606

r.2640t9

12.89283

Den
mark

9.57708t 2.302788

1.909454

8.901852

2.526544

14.29409

Estonia

5.620824 4.436784

5.069828

n.79412 t.t26617

13.33161

Finland

8.142584 2.921784

2.s2s356

7.861

France

10.81083

2.826937

Belgium

Czech

I

3.382364

12.61921

2.t5206

9.581481

2.184683

14.3124

t0.13402 2.008313

1.933865

9.380435

2.548328

15.58965

11

Germa-

ny
Greece

9.05502

2.967755

2.4179t2

19.2037

0.592209

13.98507

Iceland

9.309141

3.685146

2.496193 7.390741

2.61864

10.29797

lreland

7.471005 4.330842

3.2668s3

11.80926

1.332372

l 1 .1 7105

Israel

7

.57 5565

5.412532

2.776679

9.5 15

3.948825

8.432089

Italy

8.3t5763

2.56334

2.222193

15.16667

t.125645

14.79359

Japan

8.1 5978

I

3.891438

3.256t82 8.340741

3.165291

12.53738

Luxembourg

5.46s343

7.447954

6.03731 20.15741

2.846991

5.713954

-
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Table 2: Variable Means for Each Country
HCE (%
of GDP)

GDPg

Sol,g

MOR.

(annual

(annual

Trate

%)

(per

%)

RnDe*
(% of
GDP)

POP65

(% of
total)

1,000

live
Country

births)

Netherlands

6.996222 3.593752

2.531286

9.474

1.590246

13.28204

2.t32335 8.362963

t.92t208

12.19783

New
Zealand

9.845043

2.87t596

Norway

8.420634 2.464072

1.36585

11.28889

1.146319

r0.44t82

Poland

9.643764 3.227658

2.549s4

8.207407

r.621539

t4.43833

Portugal

6.228153

3.682424 20.098rs

0.644433

t0.21479

25.82778 0.988926

13.06893

3.72994

Slovenia

9.34739 3.3800s3

3.06s948

Spain

6.856512 2.385013

2.193822

12.63636

0.641464

10.1919

Sweden

8.301083

1.905835

1.t72621

6.754545

t.622611

rr.90439

land

8.178666

3.s 18949

2.687301

15.39259

1.09745t

12.99r49

UK

8.87838

2.575317

2.096752

7.05

3.594698

16.1t347

US

10.400t2

1.59243

9.122222

2.686rs

13.7845

Switzer-

0.960s06

*Data for research and development (RnDe) has not been recorded for every
year within 1996 to 2012 for every country and these observations will be
inputted as zero, however, they will be empty values when the regression is
run in SPSS.

Empirical Model & Results

:

a) HCE

.131

+ -.063GDPg + .008SoLg + .2lSMORTrate + .020RnDe +

.050PoP65
b) HCE
c)

:

.131 - .056GDPg + .2l6MORTrate + .020RnDe+ .051POP65

HCE:131 -.056SoLg+

.222MORTrate +.018RnDe +.057POP65
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Table 3: Regression Resutts (HCE dependent variable)
GDPg
SoLg
MORTrate
RnDE

Regression A

Regression B

-.063

-.056**

(.0s6)

(.00s)

.008

-.056**

(.056)

(.00s)

.215*

.216*

(.r07)

(.

r07)

.222*
(.107)

.020

.020
(.018)

(.018)

(.018)
POP65

Adj.
F

r2

Regression C

.018

.0s0

.051

.057

(.100)

(.100)

(.100)

.2t2

.214
29.369

.212
28.964

23.443

Numbers in parenthesis represent the standard error of the variable
* denotes significance at 5olo level
** denotes signiflcance at lYo level
The regression was run three times: once with all variables, once without SoLg,
and once without GDPg. In all three regressions, the adjusted 12 was close to .212
and the F-score was high and significant indicating that the regression was a good
fit for the data, but only explained about 20 percent of the variation in healthcare
expenditure.

GDPg and SoLg were each removed from the regression in order to account for
the possibility of multicollinearity wherein that a country's GDP would directly
affect their GDP per capita. Changes in the Tlscores for those variables indicated that multicollinearity was perhaps present, and the change in sign for SoLg
from regression A to regression C also suggests this. Running a correlation test in
SPSS proves that variables GDPg and SoLg are about 94 percent correlated. This
result is not overly surprising considering that finding standard of living directly
involves GDP.
GDPg wound up being negative for both regressions, which did not confirm
the hypothesis, but did coincide with Solakoglu's (2012) results for their income
variable as having a minimal negative, but significant, impact on healthcare expenditure. GDPg became significant with SoLg taken out of the regression, and
likewise SoLg became significant with GDPg taken out of the regression. This
supports the data and is especially telling when observing the first difference for
GDPg. For nearly all of the 29 countries observed since 1997, only a handful
have had consistent or increasing rates of GDP growth for more than2 consecutive years. The reverse holds true with rates of percentage increase in healthcare
expenditure - most of the countries observed have increasing rates of healthcare
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expenditure with only a few periods where they spent less than the previous year.
The fact that beta was negative for GDPg explains this inverse relationship.

SoLg was positive in the first regression, with extremely liule impact and no
significance on healthcare spending, and negative in the third regression where it
became 100 percent significant. The drastic change in significance level for SoLg
could indicate that it is a poor determinant of healthcare spending regardless of
its vastly improved significance with GDPg taken out of the regression. In addition, both GDPg and SoLg, when run in their own regressions, produced the
same betas, standards of error and nearly the same T scores. These similarities
are most likely attributed to the high degree of correlation between the variables,
or perhaps indicating that healthcare spending levels are determined less and less
by income factors. The negative sign for SoLg in the second regression can be
explained in much the same way as GDPg's negative sign. SoLg, GDP per capita,
had decreasing rates of growth in nearly all observations across the 29 countries.
MORTrate was very consistent through all three regressions, remaining positive, having the most impact on healthcare spending and being the only variable
significant in all three regressions. The significance never dropped below 95 percent and the betas were within .005 of each other as well. This result fits with the
newly emerging theory that wellness has the most impact on healthcare spending
in a country. The positive sign on MORTrate indicates that the higher a country's
infant mortality rate, the more money they will spend on healthcare. Naturally,
the reverse would also be true in that the lower the infant mortality rate of a country the less they will need to spend on healthcare. Some ambiguity still remains
with infant mortality rate, however. Infant mortality has been dropping for all29
countries since 1997, but for many it's been dropping at a decreasing rate while
healthcare spending has been increasing, although again, at a decreasing rate.
The significance of infant mortality rates could be a number of things with respect to healthcare spending. For one, as the 'ideal'infant mortality rate of zero is
highly unlikely, mortality rate could just be positive by default, with higher levels

of infant mortality carrying more weight than smaller ones. Another, much more
simple, explanation is that the real level of spending and the level of spending
proposed by the regression would very likely be different considering that the
regression only explains about 20 percent of the data.
RnDE, while also very consistent through the regressions remaining positive
and impacting healthcare spending slightly in each case, was not signiflcant to any

of the three regressions. This could be due to the fact that the data obtained for
RnDE was money invested for the entire country rather than just in the medical
sector. Also, technology's impact on healthcare expenditure has been hard to capture because technological change occurs so fluidly. Problems with this data could
have also contributed to its insignificance as the variable is defined as:
"Expenditures for research and development are curent and capital
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expenditures (both public and private) on creative work undertaken systematically to increase knowledge, including knowledge of humanity,
culture, and society, and the use of knowledge for new applications.
R&D covers basic research, applied research, and experimental development." (United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (LINESCO) Institute for Statistics Retrieved from the World Bank).

Insufficient reporting by private companies, different interpretations

of in-

creased knowledge and experimental development could have skewed the data for
one country let alone 29 different countries. As discussed in the literature review,
technology has yet to be pinned down by a sufficient variable for regressions analy zing multiple countries or regions.

Lastly, POP65, is not consistent according to the model. This supports the
claims that population aging has little to no impact on determining healthcare
spending. In addition, this supports the claims of Barros and his fellow economists who denied that age of the population had anything to do with levels or
growth of healthcare spending in their research. The data for percentage of population over 65 has changed very liule since 1997 while healthcare spending has,
of course, continued to rise.

CONCLUSION
In short, this research agrees with economists who have been recently observing variables that account for wellness as an aspect of healthcare spending. Previous studies used closeness to death and morbidity as variables to capture the effect
of wellness of a country on healthcare expenditure. This research used infant mortality rate as a measure of wellness and the results are similar to results displayed
in prior research using closeness to death and morbidity. Infant mortality rate was
undeniably the most consistently significant variable across all three regressions
and positively affected healthcare spending. The lack of impact that variables of
income, GDP and GDP per capita, have on healthcare expenditure also fits into
the emerging theories that a country's income does not play into healthcare expenditure as much as in the past. Technology's impact on healthcare still remains ambiguous as neither this research nor prior research has been able to determine with
accuracy a variable to account for the change in technology. Population aging as
well was proven insigniflcant as well, which lines up with most prior research as
few economists now do not consider aging to influence healthcare spending at all.
As with any research, there are some problems that could be addressed in subsequent studies. Data for variables like research and development, or any technological measure, had gaps where data was not obtained which may have skewed
results for this variable. This could be addressed by narrowing the focus to one
countrSr, or region, to obtain more precise data. As discussed before, finding the
right variable to account for technology would also potentially improve upon this
research and a narrower focus would possibly help with that as well.
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Subsequent research could also look deeper into other variables of wellness that
affect healthcare expenditure, which again would possibly require more specific
data. Another issue pertaining to this research is that data obtained for the variables is very general and not as specific as prior research using closeness to death
or morbidity data. Infant mortality rate had not been used in studies analyzed for
this research; a cause for this might have been apparent in the results of this research. As the infant mortality rate dropped, actual healthcare spending continued
to rise, contrary to the results of this research. This could indicate that the economic model and what happens in real life are just different, or that infant mortality rate is too complex to base spending recommendations for healthcare on.

However, the significance of infant mortality rate on healthcare expenditure
of a country has the greatest impact on determining
levels of spending. Further proving wellness as a major factor could shed new
light on how best to allocate funds in the medical sector and determining when
spending should increase. Infant mortality rate obviously captures the quality of
and ease of obtaining, hospital care in a country so this research would suggest
that primary spending be focused on investing in hospitals to improve the quality
does prove that wellness

of care offered.
The lack of impact income has on a country's healthcare spending suggests that
once an adequate level of spending is met, further spending suffers from decreasing returns to scale. Finding this appropriate level of spending may be difficult
and could reasonably differ year to year, but over-spending could potentially do

more harm than good in terms of wasting money on decreasing returns. Maintaining a reasonably constant level of spending seems to be the best action policy
makers could take to cut down on superfluous spending and invest in other areas
of the economy.
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PourrcAr AssoRTATrvE MarrNG:
Tus Eprscrs oF Porrrrcs or\r MauNG
CuorcE AND RsrarroNsHrps
KaTHRYN Blocrc
current study investigates the theory of political assortative mating,
which is the theory that people with similar political preferences are more
likely to mate together. The current study broadens the research on political
assortative mating by studying potential couples before they actually
begin dating, rather than studying married couples as most previous research has
done. Participants were asked to look at a fictitious dating profile in which political
affiliation was manipulated and rate how likely they would be to contact, respond,
and be a good match with the person represented. Results showed that politics
do have a significant impact on young adults' mating decisions, in that they are
more likely to favor people who have the same political preference as themselves.
Knowledge on this topic could make people more aware of their decision making
processes. Some research suggests that political homophily in relationships leads to
more stable, longer lasting relationships. However, political assortative mating could
also lead to more politically homogenous households and decreased tolerance for
differing political views.
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Political Assortative Mating:
The Effects of Politics on Mating Choice and Relationships

Political assortative mating, although not common terminology among the
general public, has been studied in the psychological community for decades, with
the conversation growing even more in the past l5 years. Other terminology, such as
political assortative matching, pairing, and selection have been used, but the basic
premise is all the same: People are more attracted to - and more likely to date or marry - people who have the same political preferences. Another term used to describe
this phenomenon is homophily, which, in general, is to like things that are similar.
Homophily, in the context of this paper, is the tendency to form associations with
people who are similar to yourself whether that similarity is political preference,
race, level of education, career, or gender. Among dozens of studies on this subject,
however, a limited number of studies measure people's tendencies to act according to
their political preferences before a relationship even starts. The current study intends
to do this, but in order to understand the basis for this step forward in research, one
must also be familiar with other studies on political assortative mating.
Numerous studies show that assortative mating is prevalent in relationships,

but they do not include politics as one of the factors in the way that this current
study does. One such study included politics as a factor in their study on dating and
attraction, but they did not use it to see if people in the same political party are more
attracted to each other, but rather to see if people in certain political parties are more
attracted to Caucasian or African American people (Eastwick, Richeson, Son & Finkel, 2009). Another study analysis, by Figueredo and Wolf (2009), also supports the
theory of assortative mating, but in regard to similar life histories rather than similar
politics. Houts, Robins, and Huston (1996, p. 7) even found that hobbies and leisure
interests can be a factor in assortative mating. While not specifically including politics as a factor, Gaunt (2006, p. 1a0l) concluded that married couples with greater
levels of similarity also have higher levels of marital satisfaction. This supports that
homophily among married people exists, and that it can be beneflcial to a relationship. Each of these studies shows the presence of assortative mating, but the current
study will take this basis and take a step in another direction by researching the effects of politics on assortative mating.
Among some studies on assortative mating, personality is the main focus of
choice rather than politics (Botwin, Buss & Shakelford,l99T; Humbad, Donnellan,
Iacono, McGue & Burt, 2010), however, they may go hand in hand. Gerber, Huber,
Doherfy and Dowling (2012) found that a person's personality can predict his or her
political ideology, therefore reinforcing that important aspects of a relationship, such
as personality, still come back to politics. Because a person's Big Five personality
traits are "highly stable" (Gerber et al., 2012, p. 65a) throughout his or her life, their
political ideology most likely will be also. This suggests that the traits that attracted
two individuals to each other - in this case political ideology - will also stay relatively stable. If people who are attracted to each other have personality traits that
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initially mesh well, they may be more likely to last in a relationship because their
traits will stay relatively the same. Even though many studies research assortative
mating and include personality but not politics, these sfudies do not inherently
disprove the hypothesis that politics has a major effect on relationships, because
personality and political preference are so closely linked.

In the more concrete relationships of marriages, political assortative
matching is also shown to be present. One study in particular concluded that political attitudes are the one ideal that married couples have the most in common
(Alford, Hatemi, Hibbing, Martin & Eaves, 2011,p.362). Between spouses, personality similarity was found to have a mean correlation of only.128, whereas
political ideology had a mean correlation of .413 (p. 366-367).In another test,
Alford et al. found that newlyweds have a spousal political similarity correlation
of .588, and couples married over 46 years have only a slightly higher spousal
political similarity correlation of .665 (p.371). The fact that couples have significant similarities in common from the start of their relationships, and that they do
not change significantly over time, indicates that couples choose mates based on
political ideologies, even if they are not aware of it. The lack of change in correlation over time indicates that these similarities were caused by initial selection,
not convergence. The aspect lacking from the Alford et al. study is that they only
tested individuals who were already married. The current study tests individual
preferences toward potential mates before any dating to see if the assortative mating trend is present from the beginning of relationships. An additional study also
found positive political preference correlations among married couples. Lou and
Klohnen (2005) compared the rate of similarity among married couples and the
rate of similarity of people randomly assigned for statistical purposes. The study
found that married couples have a positive correlation of .48 in terms of their
political attitudes, but that randomly matched pairs only had a political attitude
correlation of .17 (p. 312). This shows that the political similarities among married couples do notjust happen by chance.
Some psychologists would dispute the theory of political assortative
mating, saying that people become more similar over time. Botwin, Buss and
Schakelford (1997), which did have a relatively low sample size of only 16 couples, concluded that couples who were dating had a positive correlation of . 15 for
conservative and liberal views, but that married couples had a positive correlation
of .49 (p<0.001) (p. 11a). This study would suggest that as couples are together
longer, they assimilate and become more similar. It could also suggest that the
couples who share political ideology are the same couples who are able to make

their relationship last until marriage. Additionally, this theory of convergence
rather than selection has been disputed by various other studies which show that
political similarity in couples does not change over time. The study by Alford et
al. (2011), mentioned above, showed high, yet stable, positive political preference

correlations between couples, whether they are newlyweds or have been together
over 40 years. In a study focusing on personality similarity between married cou-
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ples, the concept of selection rather than convergence is again supported, because
the results showed that married couples do not grow significantly more similar
over time (Humbad, Donnellan, Iacono, McGue & Burt, 2010). As mentioned earlier in reference to the study by Gerber et al. (2012), personality is linked with political ideology, so Humbad et al. (2010) is also indirectly supporting that political
preferences would not converge over time. Rather, married couples are politically
similar due to selection. Focusing specifically on dating couples, Bleske-Rechek,
Remiker, and Baker (2009), in a study much more recent than the one by Botwin
et al. (1997), revealed that actual dating couples have much more in common than
would be expected by chance. This does extend to politics. Existing couples had a
positive correlation of .47 (p<0.001), whereas participants in the study paired by
random assignment only had a correlation of .01. Although this study alone does
not directly disprove the claim of Botwin et al. that there is political convergence

it

does show that the similarity between married couples is not
primarily due to change over time. Even from the start of relationships, before

among couples,

marriage, couples have a very high rate of similarity, supporting the theory of
selection. This support for selection, paired with Alford's findings showing that
convergence is not significantly present during marriage, leads to the conclusion
that people both select their partners based on political preferences and that their
preferences do not change significantly over time due to their relationship.
This current study has a relatively unique setup. Few other studies have a
comparable procedure. One study stands out as having a remarkably similar procedure to this current study (Byrne & Nelson, 1965), in which participants were
asked to rate their opinions and attraction toward a fictitious person described to
them in a list of characteristics. While this study does support the theory of increased attraction for those who are similar to yourself, it did not include politics.
It is also rather outdated.Amore modern study by Huber and Malhotra (2011)
addresses extremely similar concepts as the current study. They conducted two
experiments, the first of which asked participants to rate their impressions of 30
fake online dating profiles. The findings of this study corroborate the findings of
the current study. However, the current study's research team chose to have each
participant view only one proflle. This way, the researchers were able to keep every aspect of the profiles similar except for the participants'gender and political
preference. Otherwise, participants may be skewed by other things which vary
from one profile to the next, such as the hobbies listed in the description paragraph, even though they are all fairly neutral,
The findings of this current study are not contradictory to previous studies on online dating. For example, Fiore (2005) found that in online dating, in the
pre-relationship stage, there is a significant presence of homophilous attraction.
This study is among the many that do not measure political preference; however,
it is a useful reference to the current study because it studies online dating and
shows that people are more likely to contact someone (intending to date in the future) ifthey are more similar to that person. Like this current study, it is not biased
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by people's previous conversations or first impressions from meeting each other
in person. Rather, it is based on a profile that allows someone to assess similarities
and differences. A study that does include politics in the realm of online dating
is Huber and Malhotra (2011). In their study with a similar set-up to this current
study (participants viewing and rating fake dating profiles), the results showed
that "shared ideology increases interest in responding by 12% of that amount, interest in long-term dating by 160/o, and assessments of shared values by 20o/o" (p.
14). These signiflcant increases show that people consider politics when looking
at a potential partner, whether they realize it or not.
Through the studies referenced above, it is evident that the conversation
about political assortative mating is abundant. However, the statistics on correlations between couples do not inherently tell readers why political assortative mating is so important. Political assortative mating is a central, although overlooked,
aspect of human behavior. For example, understanding political assortative mating in the early stages of a relationship can have strong effects on social connections in the long run. Studies show that people who are matched politically are
likely to have more satisffing, stable relationships (Bleske-Rechek, Remiker &

Baker, 2009; Garurt, 2006; Kandel, 1978). However, with political homophily
in relationships, marriages, and therefore households, people may become more
polarized in their ideologies because they are not presented with differing views
(Huber & Malhotra,2}l1, p. 29). There are both benefits and consequences to the
pattern of picking mates based on politics even when those decisions are made
without realizing it.
Method
Participants
The participants in this study were college-aged adults at Augsburg College. Participants were not compensated. Although the selection of participants
was arbitrary the researchers attempted to ask a variety of people so that the gender (Male/Female) and the political (Democrat/Republican) demographics would
have a balanced representation. In total, data from 383 people were collected,
consisting of 189 men and 194 women. In all, 192 people saw profiles of the same
political preference as themselves and 192 people saw profiles that contrasted
with their own political preference.

Procedure
Researchers were students in a college Psychology class. They asked
friends and classmates to be participants. If potential participants indicated that
they would be willing to take a five minute survey for a research methods class
project, they were then given a consent form and told to read over it. Once participants verbally indicated that they understood and agreed to everything in the
consent form, they were then handed a l3 question demographics survey. Upon
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receiving the completed demographic survey, the researcher looked at the potential mate gender response and the political preference response, and handed
the participant a fictitious dating profile of a person who matched the preferred
gender and either matched or did not match the political preference. Each participant viewed only one fictitious dating profile. The researchers attempted to have
participants view an even number of politically similar profiles and politically
dissimilar profiles. Along with the proflle page, participants received a page with
four questions, asking them to rate their impressions of the potential partner in
the profile. After this page was completed, researchers thanked participants and
debriefed them, explaining that the study examines the effects of political preferences on dating preferences.

Matertals
The consent form given to participants explains that there are no risks

or benefits of participating, that they are not required to participate, that they
may choose to stop participating at any time, and gives the contact number for

if they have further questions. Then participants received a demographics survey, which included generic distractor demographic questions, as
well as the target questions: "What gender do you identiff as? (Male, Female,
Other)," "What gender do you prefer in a potential mate? (Male, Female)," and
"With which political parfy do you most identiff? (Democrat, Republican)." Participants were asked to circle one of the options given. The research team chose
to limit the political party options available so that participants would be divided
distinctly into two groups instead of comparing moderates to each other. Thus,
any detailed political preference questions would not hint that politics were the
main variable in the study. The fake dating profiles given to participants all had
a picture, a list of characteristics, and a short paragraph description. The pictures
were found on the Internet and were purposely not of anyone that participants
might know. Potential pictures were narrowed down to ensure that they did not
have a dark or distracting background. The person pictured was wearing neuffal
clothing and looked as average as possible. The demographic characteristics listed were the same for every profile except for indicated political preference. For
example, every profile person was a 26 year old named Jordan who worked in the
field of education. The description paragraph was gender neutral and the same in
every profile as well. After receiving the profile, participants were asked to rate
the potential dating partner seen in the fake dating profile. Participants were asked
to respond to the flrst three questions on a five point interval scale ("1" being not
likely at all and'05" being very likely). The following questions were asked:

the supervisor

o

"Assuming you were single, would you contact this person to
learn more about them?"

a

"Based on their characteristics, would the two of you be a good

match?"

o
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"Assuming you were single, would you respond to this person
if they contacted you?"

The responses from these three questions were then used to calculate the contact rates, match rates, and responding rates of people in each experimental group.

The fourth question was open-ended and asked participants to briefly explain
what characteristics in the profile prompted them to choose the answers they did.
Results

The data indicated that there was a significant difference in contact ratings, match ratings, and responding ratings between pairs who held the same political preference and pairs who differed in political preference. These conclusions
were drawn through independent t-tests (see Table 1). The contact ratings showed
that people who had the same political preference (M:3.38,,SD:1 .2 I ) were much
more likely to contact the person in the profile than pairs who did not share a common political preference (M:3.11, SD:1.26), t(382):2.127, p<0.034. Pairs who
had a similar political preference (M:3.65,SD:0.95) were also significantly more
likely to rate their profile person as a good match to themselves, whereas people
who did not share political preference (M:3.14, SD:L 14) indicated significantly
lower match ratings, t(382):4.784, p:0. Responding ratings significantly differed
between the groups as well. Same-party pairs (lul--3.93, SD:l.07) indicated that

they were much more likely to respond to their profile person than pairs who
did not have political preferences in common (1uts3.61, SFI .25), t(382):382,
p<0.008.
Table
Rating

l:

Independent /-tests of same/different political groups

t

type

Signifi-

Mean

cance (p)

same

of

Std. De-

Mean of

Std. De-

viation

different

viation
different

same

3.rtz

1.25711

0.06833

1.1356

0.08 r 95

1.0743

3.6t72

t.24932

Contact

2.r27

0.034

3.3802

1.2t346

Match

4.784

0

3.6s36

Response

2.672

0.008

3.9349

Results also showed that although same/different groups differed significantly, sub-political groups did not present this same degree of difference (see
Table 2 and Graph 1). These sub-political groups refer to the specific matching of
Democrat and Republican. The first letter indicates the political affiliation of the
participant and the second letter indicates the political affiliation of the proflle.
For example, the label DR indicates that the participant completing the survey
was a Democrat and the profile they were viewing was a Republican. Because
the sub-political groups did not vary significantly, /-test results were not reported
here. As is evident in the graph, all people are fairly likely to respond to any profile, whereas the means for contacting and match ratings were noticeably aflected
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by political preference.
Table 2: Means of Sub-political groups

stdAverage

std-

of

Dev

of

Average

Dev

Average

StdDev

of Re-

Re-

of

Democrat/

Contact

Contact

of Match

of Match

sponse

sponse

Republican

Rating

Rating

Rating

Rating

Rating

Rating

DD

3.250

t.317

3.55

1.028

3.758

t.209

DR

3.t4t

1.183

3.167

l.l l8

3.667

1.140

RD

3.405

t.231

3.42t

1.093

3.92t

t.t22

RR

3.242

t.265

3.447

r.023

3.833

r.223

Same

3.380

t.2r3

3.6s4

0.947

3.935

1.074

Different

3.n2

1.257

3.t43

1.136

3.617

t.249

Correlations between same and different political groups were also compared (see Table 3a and Table 3b). Pearson r correlation tests were calculated as
two-tailed tests (I/:192). Higher correlation rates within each group show more
consistency in the answers. The different group has higher correlations than the
same group. This could imply that people viewing a different political preference
generally made broader, wider sweeping assumptions about that person. Therefore, they answered more similarly to other people also viewing profiles with the
opposite political preference. More research would be needed in order to confirm
that hypothesis.
Table 3a: Pearson r correlations
Saw same politics

Match

Contact

Respond

1

.449**

.609--

Match

448..

1

.426..

Respond

609'"

.426**

1

Contact

**Correlation is significant at the p<0.01 level (2-tailed)
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Table ba: Pearson r correlations
Saw different politics

Match

Contact
Contact

Match
Respond

Respond

1

.613-.

707.*

.613**

I

.559**

707'*

.559--

I

**Correlation is significant at the p<0.01 level (2-tailed)

In this study, there were 189 male participants and 194 female participants. Independent t-tests were conducted to measure differences between genders regardless of their political preferences. There was not a signiflcant difference between males'(*t3.39, SD:l.09) and females' (*f3.41, SD:l.07) match
ratings, (381): -0.19, p:0.85. However, males did give significantly higher ratings for contacting and responding. Males (W3.51, SD:1.17) were significantly
more likely to contact the person they saw in the profile than females (M:2.98,

SD:l .26), t(381):4.23, p:0. Males (M:4.07, SD:L 07) were also significantly
more likely to respond than females (1tt4.07, SD:1.20) if the person in their
profile contacted them, (381):5.06, p:0.
Discussion and Conclusion
The results found in this study support the theory of political assortative
mating, as have many prior studies. Previous research showed that assortative
mating is present in relationships, even when it is not political (Eastwick, Richeson, Son & Finkel, 2009; Figueredo & Woll 2009; Houts, Robins & Huston,
1996). Studies also have shown that political assortative mating is present in marriage (Alford, Hatemi, Hibbing, Martin & Eaves, 20ll), and that political similarity among couples is due to selection, not assimilation (Alford, Hatemi, Hibbing,
Martin & Eaves, 20ll; Bleske-Rechek, Remiker, & Baker 2009). The current
study also agrees with and adds to the flndings of Huber and Malhotra (2011), in
that couples were similar politically before marriage. What is added to this area of
research, is the finding that people favor those who are politically homogenous to
themselves, before even meeting them or interacting with them. The current study
was able to control for the confounding variables of personality and "chemistry"
that biased, already-formed couples have.

The current study attempted to make the survey-taking experience

as

close to filling out an online dating profile as possible. In this way, the research
team tried to increase the mundane realism of the study. However, because many
of the participants made comments about not having prior experience with online
dating, the research team knows that the attempts of creating mundane realism
may not have been as effective on this population. Even so, participants'responses cannot be disregarded, because they still took the time to complete the surveys
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and did not simply reject the survey on the basis of it being about online dating.

The current study was also limited by restricted range. Participants were only
given the options of 1-5 for their ratings, so there was not as much variance in the
mean answers as there could have been with a larger scale.
The findings of this study can be expanded into the real world to say that
political selection in relationships happens frequently in actual relationships, not
only within this sample. Participants answered based on their gut reactions, often
taking less than five minutes to complete the survey and not thinking too much
about why they rated the person the way that they did. This may also show that
people are not aware of the phenomenon of political assortative matching and its
influence on their decisions. Although there is not a wide base of research on politics'effects on the pre-formation phase of relationships, the current sfudy expands

scientific knowledge about partner selection.

The long-term effects of politically homogenous relationships and
households, can be both positive and negative. Studies show that people who are
matched politically are likely to have more satisffing, stable relationships (Bleske-Rechek, Remiker & Baker,2009; Gaunt, 2006; Kandel, 1978). Bleske-Rechek et al. did an 11 month study on the dating relationships of young adults.
They found that at the end of the study, people who had been dating at the start of
the study and who remained dating l1 months later had indicated higher levels of
attitude similarity at the start of the study in regards to politics and religion. Couples who had broken up by the end of the study had had lower levels of political
and religious similarities. This would suggest that people who are more politically
similar are more likely to have stable, longer lasting relationships. Gaunt (2006)
had concurring results, indicating that higher levels of similarity between spouses
cause increased marital satisfaction. Kandel (1978) found similar patterns of similarity and relationship stability in teenage friendships.
However, with political homophily in relationships, marriages, and
households, people may become more polarized in their ideologies because they
are not presented with differing views (Huber & Malhotra,Z}ll). Huber and Malhotra present the problem as people purposely picking partners based on agreeing

political ideology, thus politically homogenous marriages and households will
form. They concluded that, "political disagreement within the household" will
greatly diminish because children and spouses are exposed primarily to only one
set of political views. Over generations, this may "increase polarization and decrease political tolerance" (p. 28). The effects of this, if as widespread as Huber
and Malhotra hypothesize they could be, would be harmful. If people understand
that their gut decisions about a person before they even meet them can have long
term effects, they may be more deliberate about how they choose who to date and
marry. Politics may be a part of a forming relationship, even if they do not appear
to be present.
Research should be continued on this topic, especially in dating relation-
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ships, because the conversation on assortative mating is currently dominated by
studies on married couples. One way to further the research would be to study a

wider population. Firstly, participants should be contacted in a more randomized
manner, rather than only asking classmates, friends, and other acquaintances. College-aged young adults at a midwestern liberal arts private college were asked to
participate, so the results were limited by convenience sampling, which limits the

generalizability of the results. The population of said college is predominantly
liberal and has a reputation of being very open minded to diversity. If a more
widespread study was done including participants from around America, findings
that support political assortative mating in the pre-formation phase would add to
the understanding of how most Americans choose partners. Another way to enhance a similar future study would be to include more dependent variables such as
"How attractive do you find this person?" or "How much do you agree with this
statement: This person has good morals." People may be including these separate
areas into their considerations about the profile person. Some dependent variables

may be more affected by political preference than others.
Another possible way would be to take the potential mates offofthe page
and study real relationships forming. One way to do this may be in a speed-dating
atmosphere. Researchers would not interfere at all with participant interactions,
and voluntary participants would meet each other in a standard speed-dating setup without any experimental manipulations or confederates present. Before the
participants meet at all, researchers would record demographic information for
each participant, including their political affiliation. At the end of the session,
researchers would record which interactions were successful (i.e. phone number
given, agreed to go on a date, etc.) and see ifthere are any political preference correlations between the people who chose to interact further. In this sort of a set-up,
participants would be influenced by things such as personality and looks, but the
mundane realism would be much higher and results may speak more accurately to
the patterns of the real world.
The current study has shown that political preference affects how young
adults perceive and favor relationships with people who have the same political
preference as themselves. The psychological knowledge about political assortative mating has been added to with this study through the focus on the pre-formation phase of relationships rather than pre-existing dating or marital relationships.
People may not realize that they are making decisions based on another person's
political views, but this study supports the idea that political assortative mating is
a

common occurTence.
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fovcEAN BnssLrNG: ScerrERED
l]nxcuncs m'Oxrr{ oF THE Suru'
Mnr Capozzt
fnhis
I
I
-I-

paper considers James Joyce's Ulysses. It focuses specifically on
in "Oxen of the Sun." I interpret the episode,

Joyce's use of language

which figures the conception, gestation, and birth of language
alongside a literal birth, as a construction and deconstruction of
the English language that suggests its ultimate inefficacy. I framed my close
reading of the chapter with theoretical work by Thomas Aquinas, Ferdinand
de Saussure, Walter Benjamin, and Jacques Derrida. I argue that Joyce, by
acknowledging the limits of language even as he continues to write, reaffirms
and reinscribes the role of the Artist.
I contend that Joyce premeditates the theoretical trajectory of the
twentieth-century deconstruction in his Babelian scattering of language. To
develop this argument, I delve into the theoretical work of Thomas Aquinas'
Compendium Theologaie and Summa Theologaie, Ferdinand de Saussure's
Courses in General Linguistics, Walter Benjamin's "on Languages as Such
and the Nature of Man," and Jacques Derrida's "Differance." The bulk of
my paper consists of a formal analysis of central passages in the text, which
revolves around one key passage concerning "the utterance of the Word." I deal
specifically with Benjamin's considerations on naming, Saussurian semiotics,
and Derridean differance.
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"I'm not sure of loving Joyce, of loving him all the time. "

-

"I think this episode might also have been called Hades for
flnriet Shaw Weaver
being taken the rounds of hell. "

J4eqges Derrida

the reading of

it is like

-

INTRODUCTION
Critics of Ulysses (1922) often declare the impenetrability of "Oxen of the
Sun." More than any other episode, "Oxen" predicts the Babelian scattering of language ubiquitous in
Finnegans Wake. Language nrns away with the plot, covering its scent and forcing
the reader to dig her nose into the text like a hungry bloodhound that has lost the trail.
The reader must read and reread and re-reread, and even then she will never fully
understand the text. Kathleen Wales, describing the chapter as a "linguistic tour de
force," summarizes the traditional reading of this episode.
Two of the most significant are the theme of the development of the child
from embryo to birth, and the parallel development of English prose style
from its supposed origins in the ancients to the late nineteenth century. This
bland summary of course, hides the true complexities of the episode...
(Wales 319)

John Gordon, like other critics, acknowledges the average reader's dislike of this
particular chapter.
Probably most readers' least favorite chapter of Ulysses, "Oxen of the Sun"
has long been cited as flagrant evidence for the commonest charge against
James Joyce, that his work was written for professors to interpret rather than
for people to read. (Gordon 349)
"Oxen of the Sun" is certainly a challenging chapter, and one critics tend to overlook
in favor of episodes like "Nausicaa" and "Penelope." I suggest "Oxen of the Sun,"
serves as the linguistic climax of Ulysses, as will become clear in the course of this
essay.

My own criticism owes much to the work of critics before me. Those readings of the episode has allowed me to engage specifically with how language functions in the context of the episode. I certainly offer nothing new to the discourse
surrounding Ulysses by arguing "Oxen" concerns itself with the conflation of birth
and language. This essay focuses, rather, with exactly how and why Joyce uses language within the context of the episode, and how "Oxen of the Sun" contributes to
the entirety of Ulysses.
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I will invoke parallax to argue that the two discussions coexist: they
move ever-nearer to each other until they collide. They cross and distance themselves again. Joyce, in creating this discursive intersection, explores all of the
possibilities inherent in language while acknowledging its ultimate inefficacy.
Throughout the episode, he painstakingly follows a literary-historical trajectory
from pre-English to "broken doggerel." At each step of the way, he explores language's inability to fully express anything at all. Confusion reigns even in the
central passage of the chapter.
"Oxen of the Sun" also presents important arguments regarding the role
of the artist and censorship. Borrowing from Aquinas, Joyce figures the mother as
intellect. God, too, becomes the ultimate artist, who gives birth to life. Joyce fills
the episode with many different artists: Bloom (the artist in exile), Stephen (the
wordsmith), and Mulligan (the 'irresponsible'producer of low mimetic art). Joyce
examines his own artistic insecurities particularly through the voice of Stephen,
who talks in circles and creates paradoxical arguments that he rejects as soon as he
makes them. At one point, thunder intemrpts Stephen's heretical argument about
the Virgin Mary. The thunder, a meaningless noise, frightens Stephen. When
faced with a meaningless sound, he suddenly recognizes the impossibility of language to truly express anything at all. I interpret the chapter as a construction and

deconstruction of the English language; Joyce, by using language to acknowledge
its inefficacy, reaffirms and reinscribes the role of the Artist.

THEORETICAL BACKGROI.IND

:

AQUINAS, SAUSSIIRE, BENJAMIN, AND DERzuDA
The work of Thomas Aquinas, Ferdinand de Saussure, Walter Benjamin,
and Jacques Derrida advises this argument. Aquinas argues: "when the intellect
understands itself the word conceived is related to the understanding person as
offspring to father" (Aquinas I:39). He adds.
Consequently, since we are using the term "Word" in the latter sense,
that is, according as God understands Himself, the Word itself must be
related to God, from whom the Word proceeds, as Son to Father. (I:39)
God's relationship to the Wordr mirrors the conception and growth of language

1

Please note that the capitalization of "Word" refers to language imbued

with religious meaning, whereas "word" refers to common language. For this
reason, the Word of God is capitalized.
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throughout "Oxen." Joyce invokes Aquinas's theory of language with the episode's violent and instantaneous turning-point in the midst of the Ruskin moment.
This moment sets the stage for an argument Joyce both accepts and rejects; the
author of language, as "God," treats the Word like his offspring. The author, like
God, can both construct and deconstruct language-not only does he imbue a text
with meaning, he can also scatter language and create the necessity for translation.

In Summa Theologaie, Aquinas argues that language has the power to
accurately signiff, a claim that Jacques Derrida, along with Joyce, will later reject.
For Aquinas, language serves as a perfect system in which words point directly
to the essence of a concept. Joyce uses Aquinas as a starting point for his own
writing. Though Aquinas's linguistic ideas serve as a baseline for this episode, the
chapter moves beyond these ideas.

Ferdinand de Saussure departs from Aquinas in his construction of signification. He describes the sign as diadic, meaning it consists of two distinct
parts, the signifier and the signified, and discloses that "the linguistic sign is arbitrary" (Saussure 68). To briefly explain, a signifier is a word meant to represent
and describe the signified, or the concept being described. This term will reappear
throughout the essay, and will always fit this definition, though both the signifier
and the signified function differently according to different theorists. Unlike in
Aquinas, in Saussure's formulation, the signifier does not perfectly describe the
signified. Rather, Saussure argues that humans have applied a random phoneme
to a concept and agreed upon it. We understand signs based on both their relation to and their difference from other signs, not because a signifier describes
a concept's essence. For a major portion of "Oxen," Joyce dedicates himself to
language within the scope of agreed-upon conventions before he rejects them
entirely. He parodies the styles of other authors. Having read Joyce's sources, the
reader has already been ushered into that agreed-upon sign system, which renders
those moments legible in comparison to later moments in the chapter.

I have

used Walter Benjamin's "On Languages as Such and on the Lan-

guages of Man" to discuss the role of "naming" in "Oxen of the Sun." Benjamin

focuses on the role of mystical linguistic theory in opposition to bourgeois linguistic theory. In reference to the first chapter of Genesis, Benjamin posits the

ubiquity of language: "Every expression of human mental life can be understood
as a kind of language, and this understanding, in the manner of a true method,
everywhere raises new questions" (Benjamin 62). By relating language to God,
he (re)enchants language.
For to think that we cannot imagine anything that does not communicate
its mental nature in its expression is entirely meaningful; consciousness

is apparently (or really) bound to such communication to varying de-
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grees, but this cannot alter the fact that we cannot imagine a total absence

of language in anything. An existence entirely without relationship to
language is an idea; but this idea can bear no fruit even within that realm
of Ideas whose circumference defines the idea of God. (62)

For Benjamin, ever5rthing expresses its true mental being in language, within
rules governed by God. He cannot imagine a lack of language (a linguistic abyss).
Even a lamp communicates the "language-lamp, the lamp in communication, the

lamp in expression" (63). Everything "speaks" through its own language, though
not in a language humans can translate. Benjamin bases his argument on the idea
that God has constructed a world entirely out of a Word.
Benjamin most influences my own work in his consideration of "naming": "The name, in the realm of language, has as its sole purpose and its incomparably high meaning that it is the innermost nature of language itself'(65). Like
Aquinas, Benjamin enchants the act of naming. 'oName, however, is not only the
last utterance of language but also the true call of it" and "Language, and in it a
mental entity in it, only expresses itself purely where it speaks in a name-that is,
in its universal naming..."All human language is only the reflection of the word
in name" (65).
He clarifies by arguing that the proper name of an individual deflnes that person's
fate.

The deepest images of this divine word and the point where human language participates most intimately in the divine infinity ofthe pure word,
the point at which it cannot become finite word and knowledge, are the
human name. (69)
For Benjamin, the name itself has tremendous power-power that Saussure and
Derrida would never attribute to language. Benjamin writes that, o'it is no longer
conceivable...that the word has an accidental relation to its object, that it is a sign
for things...agreed by some convention. Language never gives mere signs" (69).
He clearly rejects Saussurian semiotics by arguing that the sign is not arbitrary.
Benjamin offers insight into the transformation and translation of language after the Fall.

"There is a reason for the multiplicity of human languages. The
language of things can pass into the language of knowledge and
name only through translation-so many translations, so many
languages--{nce man has fallen from the paradisiacal state that
knew only one language. (70-7I)

4l
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After the Fall of Man, language cannot function the way God originally intend-

it only functions through translation. For Benjamin, "the Fall marks
the birth of the human word, in which name no longer lives intact and which
ed. Rather,

has stepped out of name-language...The word must communicate something (oth-

er than itself)" (71). Language then becomes a system of signs mutually agreed
upon, as Saussure has argued. "After the Fall...linguistic confusion could only be
a step away" (72).
Signs must become confused where things are entangled. The

enslavement of language in prattle is joined by the enslavement
of things in folly almost as its inevitable consequence. [n this

turning away from things, which was enslavement, the plan for
the Tower of Babel came into being, and linguistic confusion
with it. (72)
Benjamin's argument mirrors Joyce's in the turning-point of "Oxen of the Sun"
and warns of language's deconstruction after "the utterance of the Word" (Joyce
422). This argument sets the stage for Derrida's concept of differance and the
deconstruction of language as the chapter nears its close.
Jacques Derrida, for many readers of Joyce, becomes the obvious theorist
to turn to when reading Ulysses. His (non)concept of differance fully rejects the
theories suggested by Aquinas and Benjamin. His theory of language builds off
of and differs from Saussure's understanding of semiological difference as well
as Nietzsche, Freud, Levinas, and Heidegger. In his essay "Difference," (1968)
Derrida gives "the name dffirance to this someness which is not identical: by the
silent writing of its a, it has the desired advantage of referring to differing, both as
spaciny' temporalizing and as the movement that structures every dissociation"
(255). With differance, Derrida seeks to reject the popular idea that speech allows for unmediated access to truth. By calling attention to the different spellings
but same pronunciations of differance and differance, Derrida acknowledges the
ambiguity of the spoken word and the necessity of referring to writing to clariff.
Unlike in Aquinas and Benjamin, Derrida does away with the signified. Instead,
signifiers relate to each other. Differance mediates this relationship by creating
meaning from which signifiers emerge.

Derrida also introduces the important concept of "lack" Derrida explains that his concepts derive from "those of negative theology" (259). Because
"Differance can no longer be understood according to the concept of 'sign,"' we
must "question the authority of presence or its simple symmetrical contrary absence or lack" (262). He adds to this idea later on.
We then come to posit presence--and in particular, consciousness, the
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being-next-to-itself of consciousness--no longer as the absolutely matrical form of being but as a 'determination' and an "effect." Presence
is a determination and effect within a system which is no longer that of
presence but that of differance; it no more allows the opposition between
activity and passivity than that between cause and effect or in-determination and determination, etc. (268)
He expands on this absence and questions how we can make sense of the functioning of difference.

How can we conceive of differance

as a systematic detour which, within
the element of the same, always aims at either finding againthe pleasure
or the presence that had been deferred by (conscious or unconscious) cal-

culation, and, at the same time, how can we, on the other hand, conceive
of differance as the relation to an impossible presence, as an expenditure
without reserye, as an irreparable loss of presence, an irreversible wearing-down of energy, or indeed as a death instinct and a relation to the absolutely other that apparently breaks up any economy? It is evident--it is
evidence itself--that system and nonsystem, the same and the absolutely
other, etc., cannot be conceived together (370)
Derrida figures differance as an absent-present or present-absent that is both there
and not there. We cannot understand the multiple ways in which differance functions at the same time: "The trace cannot be conceived--nor, therefore, can differance--on the basis of either the present or the presence of the present" (272).
Instead, "It commands nothing, rules over nothing, and nowhere does it exercise
any authority. It is not marked by a capital letter. Not only is there no realm of differance, but differance is even the subversion of every realm" (272). Differance,
in that case, is a void, an abyss of complexity that undermines every attempt at
meaning, that Joyce wholeheartedly embraces.

For Derrida, the a of differance "is a tomb that (provided one knows
how to decipher its legend) is not far from signaling the death of the king" (257).
We can replace "king" here with author, or perhaps God. If God "says" rather
than "writes," ambiguity must seep into his utterance, thereby undermining his
omnipotence.

What we do know, what we could know if it were simply a question of
knowing, is that there never has been and never will be a unique word, a
master name...there is nothing kerygmatic about this "word" so long as
we can perceive its reduction a lower-case letter. (277)
The word ceases to be "kerygmatic": it cannot fi.urction as a vehicle for Truth.

If
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this is the case, neitherAquinas'nor Benjamin's God, (who is consubstantial with
the Word), can exist. Saussurian semiotics cannot not function either. Derrida's
ideas become important to our analysis of what occurs if the Word does not exist
after all.

In my analysis of the episode, I have chosen to use Joyce

as the actor

in

the text, rather than referring to the narrator. I thoroughly believe Joyce is making
a very specific argument about the nature of language. I support this claim by

turning to the numerous letters he wrote explaining the chapter itself, as well
the Gilbert and Linati schemas.

as

BIRTH OF LANGUAGE
The episode begins with the conception of the English language, which
Joyce marks with a threefold repetition: "Deshil Holles Eamus. Deshil Holles
Eamus. Deshil Holles Eamus" (Joyce

383). Joyce stupefies the average reader at the outset by using both Latin and
Irish to provide a setting for the chapter. According Lo Ulysses Annotated, "Desil"
is Irish for a clockwise movement, "Holles" is the name of the street in Dublin
where the lying-in hospital is located, and "Eamus" means "let us go" in Latin.
Joyce willfully obfuscates meaning by using multiple languages.
Repeating the phrase three times invokes ritual, and so encourages a consideration ofmythology and Catholicism. Joyce uses a religious schema before he
intemrpts it near the end of the passage. His use of Irish, English, and Latin also
carries a second significance: Irish nationalism, English colonialism, and Cathol-

icism (Latin) each represent Stephen's three masters. In "Telemachus" Stephen
"-[ am the servant of two masters, Stephen said, an English and an
Italian...And a third, Stephen said, there is who wants me for odd jobs" (20). The

tells Hainss

reference to these three languages calls attention to the power of the masters over
Dublin, and represents a call to arms for the Irish Artist.
The text continues with two more repetitions of three: "Send us, bright
one, light one, Horhorn, quickening and wombfruit. Send us, bright one, light
one, Horhorn, quickening and wombfruit. Send us bright one, light one, Horhorn,
quickening and wombfruit" (383). This litany calls for a child ("wombfruit"), and
further suggests a fertility rite. The reference to Horhorn" complicates the request.
The word "Hor" means dirt in Old English, and hom may refer to the devil. Perhaps Joyce means for us to acknowledge the pagan nature of the rite.

Finally, the moment concludes, "Hoopsa, boyaboy, hoopsa! Hoopsa,
boyaboy, hoopsa! Hoopsa, boyaboy, hoopsa" (383). This phrase refers to a midwife bouncing a baby boy to induce breathing. Joyce places an extra space be-
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tween each of the words, in which the reader can imagine the reverberation of
the phrase as well as the bouncing of the baby boy. When conflated, these three
phrases represent antiquated fertility rites paired with a contemporary birth. In
doing so, Joyce suggests the primordial nature of birth and invokes ever-changing nature of language. Joyce follows these utterances with a block of translated
but not-Anglicized Latin.
Universally that person's acumen is esteemed very liule perceptive concerning whatsoever matters are being held as most profitable by mortals

with sapience endowed to be studied who is ignorant of that which the
most in doctrine erudite and certainly by reason of that in them high
mind's ornament deserving of veneration constantly maintain when by
general consent... (383)
The fetus-language begins to develop and become more legible. We can recognize
the language as English, although Joyce purposely misplaces syntactic elements.
The passage also lacks punctuation, or distinction between its parts. The necessary organs are there (words), but they are not in their correct place.

Moving into Anglo-Saxon, the language becomes increasingly comprehensible. The plot begins to take shape, and Leopold Bloom enters the scene.
'oSome man that wayfaring was stood by housedoor at night's oncoming. Of Israel's folk was that man that on earth wandering had fared" (385). Though the
syntax is disordered, Joyce makes the meaning clear: Bloom has arrived. Joyce
describes the hospital. "Of that house A. Horne is lord. Seventy beds keeps he
there teeming mothers are wont that they lie for to thole and bright forth bairs hale
so God's angel to Mary quoth" (385). once again, the language does not resemble modern English, but the meaning is clear. The hospital contains seventy beds
where mothers can give birth.
LIFE AND DEAIH
Joyce creates a parallel between life and death. Bloom arrives at the
Matemity Hospital in all black: "As her eyes then ongot his weeds swart therefor
sorrow she feared" (385). Bloom's outfit provides a stark contrast to the purpose
of the Matemity Hospital: birth. A bitter tone overlays the episode. "Before born
babe bliss had. Within womb won he worship. Whatever in that one case done
commodiously done was" (384). Joyce calls attention to the challenge of life as
compared to the comfort of the womb. He suggests a child would be better off
remaining in his mother's womb.
He continues to apply the contrast between life and death:
Therefore, everyman, look to that last end that is thy death and
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the dust that gripeth on every man that is born of woman for as
he came naked forth from his mother's womb so naked shall he
wend him at the last for to go as he came. (386)
Joyce notes the significant similarities between life and death, which present an
important parallel linguistic argument. Human life from conception to death reflects the construction and deconstruction of language as it occurs in this episode.
Life begins in meaninglessness and ends in meaninglessness. We can say the same

for the English language, at least within the context of "Oxen of the Sun."

THE MOTHERAND THE ARTIST
Joyce equates the role of the mother with the mind of the artist. He once
wrote to Nora, as one critic observes, that "his work [was] a child which he carried in 'the womb of [his] imagination' and fed 'day after day out of [his] brain
and [his] memory" (Bazargan279). Aquinas makes a similar argument regarding
thought.

Therefore, when the intellect understands something other than itself,,
the thing understood is, so to speak, the father of the word conceived
in the intellect, and the intellect itself resembles rather a mother, whose
function is such that conception takes place in her. But when the intellect
understands itself, the word conceived is related to the understanding
person as offspring to father. (Aquinas 1:39)

In "Oxen of the Sun," woman gives birth to the word, while the men at the table
undermine her fertility as they discuss contraception and abortion. Bloom admires
womankind for her role. "The man hearkened to her words for he felt with wonder
women's woe in the ffavail that they have of motherhood..." (Joyce 386). The

birth in this chapter-the birth of Mrs. Purefo/'s son-is the hardest the nurse has
ever seen. "She said thereto that she had seen many births of women but never
was none so hard as was that woman's birth" (386). The birth of the child associated with language is the hardest birth.
Stephenjoins the arguments regarding birth and language together again.
He requests that his auditors listen: "Mark me now" (391).

In woman's womb word is made flesh but in the spirit of the maker
all flesh that passes becomes the word that shall not pass away. This
is the postcreation. Omnis caro ad te veniet. No question but her name
is puissant who aventried the dear corse of our Agenbuyer, Healer and
Herd, our mighty mother and mother most venerable and Bernardus saith
aptly that she hath an omnipotentiam deiparae supplicem,that is to wit,
an almightiness of petition because she is the second Eve and she won
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us, saith Augustine too, whereas that other, our grandam, which we are
linked up with by successive anastomosis of navelcords sold us all, seed,
breed now. Or she knew him, that second I say, and was but creature of
her creature, vergine madre figlia di tuo figlio or she knew him not and
then stands she in the one denial or ignorancy with Peter Piscator who
lives in the house that Jack built and with Joseph the Joiner patron of the
happy demise of all unhappy marriages parce que M. Leo Taxil nous a
dit que qui I'avait mise dans cettefichue p sition c'dtait le sacrd pigeon,
ventre de Dieu! Entweder transsubstantiality oder consubsantiality but in
no case subsubstantiality. (391)
Stephen deconstructs his past, Catholic theology and language. Joyce still follows
the chronological trajectory of language, but the actual argument presents language's inefficacy. Stephen begins with the paradoxical argument that in woman's
body the word becomes flesh, but even though all people die the word does not
disappear. He complicates the parallel Joyce has created in this episode between

birth and language. Stephen's argument resembles his theory on Shakespeare in
the episode "Scylla and Charybdis." When asked "Do you believe your own theory?" Stephen replies 6'-\[s" (213-214). He seems to do the same here, not by
suggesting that the theological concept does not work, but by continuing to argue
within the context of that schematic. He calls the continued existence ofthe word
"the postcreation."
Stephen focuses on two important mothers, Eve and Mary.He calls Mary
"the second Eve" and argues that "she won us...whereas that other, our grandam,
which are linked up with by successive anastomosis of navelcords sold us all,
seed, breed, and generation, for a penny pippin" (391). At first, he contrasts Eve's
failure with Mary's success. He then rejects his own argument by suggesting that
Mary's birth was also unsuccessful. "Or she knew him...and was but creature of
her creafure" (391). To "know" in a biblical sense, means to have sexual relations
with someone. Stephen adds, "vergine madrefiglia di tuofiglio."2 Stephen calls
attention to the heretical implications inherent in this perspective; if the Father and
the Son are consubstantial beings, the "Virgin" Mary has had sexual intercourse

with the son she gives birth to. If on the other hand, Mary is actually virginal, then
she is "in the one denial or ignorancy."
Stephen does not believe Mary was unaware and uninvolved in Jesus'
birth: "Entweder transsubstantiality oder consubstantiality but in no case subsubstantiality" (391). Transubstantiation describes the process in which the wine and
host become the blood and body of Christ. Consubstantial refers to the relationship befween the Trinity; all three members are both separate and the same. Joyce

2

"virgin mother daughter of your son"
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can accept both of these possibilities, either that God and Mary engaged in sexual
intercourse (transsubstantiality) or the Holy Spirit impregnated Mary (consubo'A
stantiality). He refuses to believe in "subsubstantiality" which he describes as
pregnancy without joy... a birth without pangs, a body without blemish, a belly
without bigness" (Joyce 391). In this instance, the Mary is nothing more than a
vessel. Stephen wants to give Mary credit for Jesus'birth, and in doing so, seems
to admire birth like Bloom does.

If

Joyce equates the mother with the artist, he must consider Mary an
artist. By giving Mary credit for her role in the conception of the Word, Stephen
gives the artist the power to create and shape language. Joyce has not only made
reference to many different writers, but by writing in each of their styles he has
also engaged himself as an artist. The cyclical, metamorphic argument resembles
the nature of language itself over the course of the episode; it moves from impenetrability, to clarity, to impenetrability again.
Stephen rephrases his argument again.

And

as

the ends and ultimates of all things accord in some mean

and measure with their inceptions and originals, that same mul-

tiplicit concordance which leads forth growth from birth

ac-

complishing by a retrogressive metamorphosis that minishing
and ablation towards the final which is agreeable unto nature so
is it with our subsolar being. (394)
Stephen's argument about beginnings and endings mirrors the process language
undergoes in this chapter. The above passage describes a fairly pessimistic conception of life's trajectory. He explains that the human body undergoes a "retrogressive metamorphosis" from birth to death. In other words, we begin to die the
moment that we are bom. Joyce makes a linguistic pun with the word "minishing,"
which derives from "diminishing." The word itselfhas undergone a "retrogressive

metamorphosis," as it slowly loses itself. By calling humanity "subsolar beingfs]"
Stephen also makes a connection to the title of the episode, "Oxen of the Sun."
STEPHEN'S SEARCH FOR MEANING IN MEANINGLESSNESS
Stephen speculates on the pufpose of humankind and the ultimate exis-

tential question.

And as no man knows the ubicity of his tumulus nor to what processes
we shall thereby be ushered nor whether to Tophet or to Edenville in the
like way is all hidden when we would backward see from what region of
remoteness the whatness of our whoness hath fetched his whenceness.

(3e4)
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will be buried or how he will die.
He does not know if he will end up in Hell or Heaven. Everything is hidden from
him, yet he hopes that he will somehow discover his point of origin. Stephen uses
language to undermine the Church and to come nearer to God in a way reminiscent of the Tower of Babel.
Stephen suggests that no man knows where he

Stephen speaks bravely and confidently, but his use of language is intemrpted and undermined with "A black crack of noise in the street here, alack,
bawled, back" (394).

And he that had erst challenged to be so doughty waxed pale as they
might all mark and shrank together and his pitch that was before so
haught uplift was now of a sudden quite plucked down and his heart
shook within the cage of his breast as he tasted the rumour of that storm.
(3e4)

At the very moment that Stephen thinks he understands life, nature subverts him.
His manipulation of language encourages him to think he has control, but the
crack of thunder frightens him. Bloom must speak "to him calming words to
slumber his great fear, advertising how it was no other thing but a hubbub noise
that he heard..." (395). Of course, it is the "hubbubed-ness" of the noise that
carries significance. As Benjamin reminds us, "Things are denied the pure formal
principle of language-namely, sound" (Benjamin 67). Asound has disrupted and
destroyed the sense of security language gives to Stephen. That same sound will
soon be equated with the Word of God.
Stephen feels this fear. "Heard he then in that clap the voice of the god
Bringforth or, what Calmer said, a hubbub of Phenomenon? Heard? Why, he could

not but hear unless he had plugged up the tube Understanding (which he had not
done)" (395). Stephen understands that the crack of thunder is more than a mere
soturd. It reminds him of the finitude of his existence and the inefficacy of language when faced with meaningless sound. "For through that tube he saw that he
was in the land of Phenomenon where he must for a certain one day die as he was
like the rest too a passing show" (395). As an artist, he hopes to create language
that will remain after he is gone, but he realizes that language does not last. Only
sound endures. Joyce continues to play with this idea in Finnegans Wake when
he describes the sound of the Fall. "bababadalgharaghtakamminarronnkonnbronntonnerronnfuonnthunntrovarrhounawnskawntoohoohoordenenthurnuk!" (Joyce
l). Language ceases to function, but sound remains omnipresent, and marks the
failure of language.
Stephen begins to approach life's truth and an understanding of the existential abyss, until he is intemrpted by the warning of an incomprehensible sound.
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Joyce translates this sound for the readers.

Wherein, O wretched company, were ye all deceived for that was the
voice of the god that was in a very grievous rage that he would presently
lift his arm and spill their souls for their abuses and their spillings done
by them contrariwise to his word which forth to bring brenningly biddeth. (Joyce 396).

Joyce begins to set the stage for the climax of the chapter, which comes many
pages later, and in language time, many centuries.

But by and by, as said, this evening after sundown, the wind siuing in
the west, biggish swollen clouds to be seen as the night increased and
the weatherwise poring up at them and some sheet lightnings at first
and after, past ten of the clock, one great stroke with a long thunder and
in a brace of shakes all scamper pellmell within door for the smoking
shower. .. (397)
This moment prepares the scene for the deconstruction of language that occurs
when God utters the Word. The men misread the warning and continue to talk
about contraception.

FAILED BIRTHS
Mulligan and Alec Bannon enter the scene. Bannon is in Dublin to purchase "a colour or a cornetcy in the fencibles and list for the wars" (401). In other
words, he is in the market for a condom so he can have sex with Milly, Bloom's
daughter. Mulligan jokes about seffing up a "fertilising farm" at which he will
"offer his dutiful yeoman services for the fecundation of any female" (402). Of
course, Mulligan's story entirely departs from the conversation of contraception
and abortion the others were having before his arrival. His joke is sinful but on
the absolute opposite side ofthe binary. Though his goal is fertilization rather than
contraception, he undermines the sacred nature ofthe act and does not plan to care
for the children. In the metaphor Joyce has created, if the other men represent
censorship, Mulligan signifies the irresponsible artist who creates without regard

for his work. He represents low culture.

As these absurd, heretical discussions ensue, like Mary Mrs. Purefoy
gives birth in the midst of a sinful world. Bloom considers the birth for a while,
thinking that "the issues so auspicated after an ordeal of such duress now testified once more to the mercy as well as to the bounty of the Supreme Being"
(408). God wins out momentarily, before Bloom turns to his neighbor, Alec Bannon, who will soon have sex with his daughter. Even as a child is born, the men
consider non-traditional conception and physical deformity. "artificial insemina-
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tion...females impregnated by delinquent rape...and the abnormalities of harelip,
breastmole, supernumerary digits, negro's inkle, strawberry mark... " (410-411).

Mulligan mentions Haines, and his "tale began to freeze them with hor-

ror" (412). Haines, as the novel's Englishman, represents the metaphorical rape
of Ireland by England as a result of the colonial mission. England impregnates
Ireland with the English language. Haines "had a portfolio full of Celtic literature
in one hand, on the other a phial marked Poison" (412). This story represents the
murder of Ireland by England's destruction of its language. England has poisoned
Celtic literature. This is another language of birth gone wrong, of "females
impregnated by delinquent rape" (411).

Joyce describes a more individual failed birth: Rudolph's. "No son of
thy loins is by thee. There is none now to be for Leopold, what Leopold was for
Rudolph" (414). The men proceed in their debate of "infant mortality" (418).
They wonder'khy a child of normally healthy parents and seemingly a healthy
child and properly looked after succumbs unaccountably in early childhood"
(419). Moments later, the narration returns to Mina Purefoy and her son. "She
had fought the good fight and now she was very happy" (420). Joyce once again
reminds us of the contrast between conversation and setting. Soon, the narration
turns to a discussion of sin. Although the son (Son) has been born, sin continues
to exist as it did before the birth of the child. Bloom looks on at Mrs. Purefoy's
"false calm" (422). She is not Mary and her son is not Jesus. They are all sinners
who have built a tower of lies in an attempt to understand the miraculous nature
of birth, and God must punish them, as he punished the builders of the Tower of
Babel. He destroys their language.

THE UTTERANCE OF THE WORD
Joyce tells the reader to "Mark this farther and remember. The end comes
suddenly" (422). He calls our attention to this climactic paragraph, enjoining us to
"mark this." In doing so, he also transfers the narration from past tense to present
tense. These sentences, like nearly all of Joyce's, produce many levels of meaning

both inside and outside of "Oxen of the Sun." Within the chapter, Joyce uses this
language to describe God's power to end life as quickly as he began it. It marks
the end of any semblance of clarity Joyce gives to language leading up to this
moment; he deconstructs language after the "utterance of the Word" (422). Externally, this suddenness recalls Rudolph's death, the telegram reporting the news
that Stephen's mother is dying, and the deaths of Paddy Dignam and the drowned
man. It refers to the end of Bloom and Molly's sexual life. Joyce reuses this idea
in the very different context of "Circe," when the fan, (a synecdoche for Bella, the
head of the whorehouse) tells Bloom, "(Tapping.) All things end. Be mine. Now"
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(528). By exclaiming that the "The end comes suddenly," Joyce creates an tronlc
dichotomy between setting and conversation, death and birth.
Joyce reminds us of the setting. "Enter that antechamber of birth where
the studious are assembled and note their faces" (422). "Antechamber" has multiple meanings, all of which Joyce applies in this chapter. Most literally, it applies to
the waiting room of a maternity hospital. Its origin derives from the waiting room

outside the royal bedchambers. This meaning implies the importance of Mina
Purefoy's son-the men waiting outside treat his binh like the birth of a prince. It
can also signiff any space that transfers into another, implying that as the baby is
born, he moves from the antechamber of his mother's womb into the world. If
Joyce uses this deflnition of "antechamber," perhaps he means to suggest that
the "studious are assembled" with their thoughts in "the antechamber of birth,"
or Mina Purefoy's womb. Furthermore, authors have figuratively referred to the
"antechamber of death," which allows Joyce to construct a clear contrast between
o'antechamber of death." In terms of language,
the "antechamber of birth" and the
P.G. Hamerton in The Intellectual Life, writes about metaphorical antechambers.

In this great privilege of instant admission the man of one study has always the advantage of men more variously cultivated. Their misfortune
is to be perpetually waiting in antechambers, and losing time in them.
Grammars and dictionaries are antechambers... (Hamerton 81)
Hamerton uses the antechamber in respect to language and argues that a knowledge of words and their meanings are the antechamber outside of the chamber of
language.

Hamerton's thoughts on antechambers present the possibility for some
linguistic play. If we understand the "chamber" as the world, as we do when
we consider the antechamber as a womb, we can consider the antechamber as
the pre-lapsarian world, the world before the Fall. This analysis of the word
becomes necessary when we inspect the language of the entire paragraph. Infused
with biblical language, it resembles the enchanted language espoused by Aquinas
and Benjamin. I use the term biblical language to describe any language in which

signifier perfectly describes the essence of the signified. In other words, biblical
language assumes that there is no distance between the word and the world. The
term antechamber sets the stage of this language, only so that Joyce can subvert
and pervert it.

We must also acknowledge the metempsychotic possibility inherent
within the word "antechamber." The word 'oantechamber" contains the prefix
"arte" and the phoneme "chamber." "Ante" means before, but is closely related
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to "anti," not by etymology, but by sound. Differance renders this type of play
possible. Derrida, when describing the distinction between the words difference
and differance writes.

In the one case 'to differ' signifies nonidentity; in the other case it signifies the order of the same. Yet there must be a common, although entirely differant root within the sphere that relates the two movements of
differing to one another. We provisionally give the name dffirance to
this sameness which is not identical: by the silent writing of its a, it has
the desired advantage of referring to differing, both as spacing/temporalizing and as the movement that structures every dissociation. (Derrida

2ss)
Joyce was certainly aware of the aural connection between the two preflxes,
and wants us to perform the kind of play that Derrida encourages. The prefix
"anti" signifles opposition. An "anti-chamber" becomes a non-space, and so calls
to mind emptiness and space. In that sense, the word "antechamber" signifies
a lack, in the Derridean sense. Joyce constructs an anti-world simultaneously to a
prelapsarian world, and we can recognize both here.
Joyce commands the reader, to "Enter that antechamber" alongside the
characters, and requests us to literally observe them. If we read the word "antechamber" as I have suggested in the previous passage, we enter a negative
space, a lack. The next section reads, "Nothing, as it seems, there of rash or violent" (Joyce 422). The use of the word "Nothing" resembles that negative, anti-world that Joyce has constructed. By inviting us to enter this negative space,
Joyce creates an inverted, opposite, anti-wodd, in which we discover the opposite
of the truth. The sentence supports this statement by dictating a falsehood; Joyce
describes the men as neither "rash or violent" (422), but at this moment, the characters are drinking and carousing in a lying-inhospital. Joyce fills this false anti-world with biblical language and allusion. Biblical language, as considered by
Aquinas, removes the necessity of the signifier. Instead, because word is world,
signifieds can describe other signifieds without the help of language. By creating
a world in which language functions perfectly, Joyce undermines God and language. God and God's omnipotent language only exists in the anti-world-it is
not a truth.
Joyce continues: "Quietude of custody rather, befitting their station in
that house, the vigilant watch of shepherds and of angels about a crib in Bethlehem of Juda long ago" (422). Joyce continues to depict falsehood as truth in
the negative, oppositional world of lack he has designed. The characters do not
resemble the shepherds and angels who awaited Jesus'birth, but their opposite.
He distinctly contrasts the men with the shepherds and angels depicted in this
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religious scene to further distance reality and truth from the myth of God, which
can only exist in an anti-world.

At this point, Joyce shifts to the climax of the chapter: the moment in
which signifier becomes signified, which can only occur in the negative world
Joyce has created.
as before the lightning the serried stormclouds, heavy with preponderant excess of moisture, in swollen masses turgidly distended, compass
earth and sky in one vast slumbeq impending above parched field and

But

drowsy oxen and blighted growth of shrub and verdure till in an instant
a flash rives their centres and with the reverberation of the thunder the
cloudburst pours its torrent, so and not otherwise was the transformation,
violent and instantaneous, upon the ufferance of the Word. (422)

Aquinas argues, "What is contained in the intellect, as an interior word,
is by common usage said to be a conception of the intellect" (Aquinas 1:38). He
concludes, "Hence what is comprehended by the intellect is not unfittingly called
the conception of the intellect" (Aquinas 1:38). In Chapter 39 of Compendium
Theologaie he adds:

But when the intellect understands itself, the word conceived is related
to the understanding person as offspring to father. Consequently, since
we are using the term 'Word'in the latter sense, that is, according as God
understands Himself, the Word itself must be related to God, from whom
the Word proceeds, as Son to Father. (Aquinas 1:39)

Aquinas expresses that God conceives ofthe Word as he conceives of a Son. Joyce
situates "Oxen of the Sun" in a maternity hospital to emphasize God's Word as an
act of conception, resembling that of a father. The earth is anthropomorphized as
Mother Earth. The Word, then, is born from the sexual intercourse between God
and the Earth.

Joyce depicts "serried stormclouds, heavy with preponderant excess"
(Joyce 422). The clouds are full of rain, as they were as Noah was building his
great ark. WithAquinas'concept of language in mind the "swollen masses turgidly distended" (422) suggest testes filled with sperm that allow God to conceive
life. The passage continues: "impending above parched field and drowsy oxen
and blighted growth of shrub and verdure" (422). Joyce depicts the unsuspecting
animals and vegetation below, entirely unprepared for the deluge that may drown
them. We must note the articulation of "drowsy oxen" because of the title of the
chapter, "Oxen of the Sun." Ironically, these oxen happen to be located directly
beneath enorrnous rainclouds, rather than in the sun. The oxen stand in a "parched
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field," which suggests that until this moment, they truly were "of the sun." Joyce
implies that the oxen resemble the characters within the maternity hospital, preparing for the rain. God plans to punish them, but to also create space for rebirth.

"till in an instant a flash rives their centres and with
the reverberation of the thunder the cloudburst pours its torrent" (422).Instantly, the end is nigh for the oxen below. "The end comes suddenly" (422). Joyce
explains that the "flash rives their centres" to suggest sexual intercourse between
Joyce moves forward:

God and the Earth. The flash penetrates the Earth, and conceives of new life. The
rain (ejaculation) is accompanied by the lightning (penetration) and thunder (the
Word of God). The "violence" and "instantaneity" fuither suggest Joyce's conflation of rain and ejaculation. If we examine other orgasm imagery in (Jlysses, for

example in "Nausicaa," we recognize the "instant" and "violent" nature of the
orgasm for Joyce.

And then a rocket sprang and bang shot blind and O! then the Roman
candle burst and it was like a sigh of O! and everyone cried O! O! in
raptures and it gushed out of it a stream ofrain gold hair threads and they
shed and ah! they were all green deo,ry stars falling with golden, O so
lively! O so soft, sweet, soft! (366-367)
In describing an orgasm through the medium offlammable, explosive fireworks in
"Nausicaa," Joyce emphasizes the violent, ejaculatory nature of the orgasm, and
so we can read the violent rainstorm as God's orgasm-the role of rain is to, reductively, fertilize the barren earth. He also parodies the language of the romance
novel. By discussing God in this manner, Joyce subverts God's linguistic power
by relegating the language he uses to describe God to that of a subpar erotic genre
rather than to the level ofArt.
The storm, (God's orgasm, His ejaculation of language), is "so and not
otherwise." In this moment, the Word perfectly represents the world. The "trans-

formation," (the metamorphosis, the metempsychosis of nafure, the transubstantiation), is immediate and violent when God speaks the Word.
In the Summa Theologiae, Aquinas explains the role of the Word.
it must be said that manifold senses do not lead to equivocation
or to any other type of ambiguity, for...these senses are not multiplied in such a way that a single word signifles several things,
but rather because the things signified by these words can be
signs of still other things. (Aquinas I-I!.
In this moment in "oxen of the Sun," Joyce uses language as God does-there is
no "equivocation" or "ambiguity." According to Aquinas, language functions in
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direct opposition to differance; in his formulation, signifieds signify other signifieds, thereby removing the necessity of signifiers. Linguistically, Joyce clearly supports Derrida's notion of language. He knows that even when he imitates
Aquinas' view of language that his meaning is multivalent and does cause confusion. Even in the last few words of the paragraph-"the utterance of the Word"Joyce makes it unclear whether God or Stephen speaks the Word (Joyce 422).
This creates contradiction as well as points to other signifiers for further explanation, as Denida would argue language functions.

The paragraph ends with language functioning perfectly; the signifier
perfectly describes that which it signifies. Joyce concludes, "so and not otherwise was the transformation, violent and instantaneous, upon the utterance of the
o'transformation" occurs. But what is this transWord" (422).As God speaks, the
formation? Perhaps Joyce refers to the movement from the perfect language that
only exists in the "anti-chamber," to the deconstructed language that immediately
follows the paragraph. The next word is "Burke's!", a name (422). Benjamin's
argument regarding naming becomes useful in our analysis of this passage.

BABELIAN SCATTERING
The way that Joyce sets this moment up encourages the reader to expect

an enchanted perspective of naming, in which the name functions perfectly, as
Benjamin would argue. Joyce rejects this, resulting in a Babelian scattering of language. Derrida articulates a Tower of Babel moment in "Yes, laughter" (1984). He
writes, "Babel, the struggle for power of languages: who has the rights of translation, knowledge, and authority" (Mitchell, Slote, and Derrida 19). Of course,
Joyce asks and answers this exact question throughout Ulysses. To expand, in
"TWo Words for Joyce," Derrida specifically refers to Finnegans Wake, taking
two words: "HE WAR" (Mitchell and Slote 22).He attempts to explain/assemble/
translate these two words, resulting in a particularly useful analysis for our purposes.

Declaring is an act of war, he declared war in tongues [langues] and on
language and by language, which gave languages, that's the truth of Babel whenYahweh pronounced its vocable, Babel, difficult to say if it was
a name, a proper name or a common noun sowing confusion. (Mitchell,
Slote, and Derrida23)

Derrida attempts to unpack the Babelian moment within the context of Finnegans
Wake, an explanation that is useful for our own understanding of this Babelian
moment in "Oxen of the Sun." Babel, a name, does not function the way Benjamin believes naming does. The word "Burke's" is no different. Is it "a name, a
proper name or a common noun sowing confusion?" Joyce is aware of all of these
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possibilities and plays with them. Burke is a name, but it does not refer to anyone
or thing in particulaq until Joyce clarifies. In Ulysses, at least five different Burkes
are mentioned. Mr. O'Madden Burke, pisser Burke, Edmund Burke, beauty Burke
and Colonel Richard Burke. We do not know exactly what Joyce refers to until he
clarifles,'oBurke's of Denzille and Holles their ulterior goal" (Joyce 423). For this
reason, I argue that the Word fails to function perfectly, just as it does in Babel.
Immediately after this paragraph, language scatters as it did in the story
the Tower of Babel. Once language functions perfectly, Joyce breaks it.

of

Outflings my lord Stephen, giving the cry and a tag and bobtail of all
them after, cockerel, jackanapes, welsher, pilldoctor, punctual Bloom at
heels with a universal grabbing at headgear, ashplants, bilbos, Panama
hats and scabbards,Zermatt alpenstock and what note. A dedale of lusty

youth, noble every student there. (423)
With the word "Outflings," a Joycean creation rather than an English word, Joyce
begins to reconstruct a new language from the rubble of the demolished Tower

of Babel. He does so by inventing new words that are not a part of the English
language. For example, the Joycean invention "dedale" becomes particularly important both in reference to Stephen Dedalus. Perhaps it is related to "daedal,"
an obsolete French word meaning a maze or a labyrinth. Simultaneously, a surgeon tells the men: "news of placentation ended" (423). The moments following
the ejaculation of "Burke's!" represent a rebirth, or a successful afterbirth. They
describe the movement from the "ante-chamber" to the world, from a space in
which language functions perfectly to reality. Joyce repeats this argument in later
sentences. "The air without is impregnated with raindew moisture, life essence
celestial, glistering on Dublin stone there under shiny coelum. God's air, the Allfather's air, scintillant circumambient cessile air" (423). The sexual intercourse
between God and the Earth in the preceding passage has been successful.
Joyce, in the final moment of "Oxen," writes in the English appropriated

by those oppressed by the English language: " Pidgin English, nigger English,
cockney, Irish, Bowery slang and broken doggerel." He tells us to "Trample the
trampellers" (425), to revolt against the British. Language explodes into English,
German, Latin, French, French sounds, misspoken French, and Spanish. Characters take on Jewish accents: "Vyfor you no me tell? Vel, I ses, if that aint a sheeny
nachez, vel, I vil get misha mishinaa. Through yerd our lord, Amen" (426). Joyce
uses Latin to describe drinking: 'oNos omnes biberimus viridum toxicum diabolus

capiat poster ora nostra" (427).

Though the language is challenging to read, we can make sense of these

flnal paragraphs because of reference points from earlier chapters. For example,
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one paragraph discusses Paddy Dignam's funeral

That, sir, was once a prosperous cit. Man all tattered and torn that married a maiden all forlorn. Slung her hook, she did. Here see lost love.
Walking Mackintosh of lonely canyon. Tuck and tum in. Schedule time.
Nix for the hornies. Pardon? See him today at a runefal? Chum o yourn
passed in his checks? Ludamassy! Pore picanininies! Thou'll no be telling me thot, Pold veg! Did ums blubble bigsplash crytears cos frien Padney was took offin black bag. (427)
Joyce has trained us to understand his manipulations of language within a schematic he has created. Upon reading the text, we agree to the rules of the language
Joyce has constructed, and we learn to read throughout the episode. He both enacts and breaks the rules of traditional language
as well as the rules of the language he has created. In the above passage, Joyce
refers to the man in the mackintosh. He also refers to Paddy Dignam. "See him
today at a runefal...Padney was took offin black bag?" (427). We understand the
significance of this sentence even though Joyce manipulates language to the point
where it is nearly incomprehensible. He disguises his meaning by even changing
the spelling of important plot points. We may not have understood that "runefal"
referred to a funeral, and "Padney" referred to Paddy Dignam if we did not have
knowledge universal to all readers of Ulysses-that Bloom attends the funeral of
Paddy Dignam in the "Hades" episode. It is in this episode that Bloom first sees
the man in the macintosh who follows him throughout Ulysses. Joyce even spells
"mackintosh" differently in "Oxen" than he does in "Hades." "The chap in the
macintosh is thirteen" (110) and "M'Intosh, Hynes said scribbling" (II2), and yet

we understand the reference.

At the same time, Joyce's manipulation of words also presents multivalent meaning. The word 'rune' can signiff many things; in this context, the
most fitting may be the obsolete meaning. "Course, onward movement, esp. of a
celestial object; (also) rapid movement, running, esp. of a person" (OED). "Fal"
signifies falling. In that case, Joyce describes the death of Dignam as a falling
star. He ascribes meaning to Dignam's death. The mention of a mackintosh in
this episode is also fascinating since the most important moment revolves around
rainfall. Though the passage seems incomprehensible, it actually may have more
meaning than a traditionally organized passage. Joyce is reconstructing language,
and the reader is slowly learning the rules.

Joyce even uses untranslatable sounds, like the sound of vomiting:
for the chap puking. Unwell in his abominable regions. Yooka,
Night. Mona, my thrue love. Yook. Mona, my own love. Ook" (427). Somehow,
o'Ware hawks
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we can even make sense of these meaningless sounds within the context of an
impenetrable passage. Joyce makes the point that it does not matter whether he
speaks within the agreed-upon rules of the English language-we can make sense
of it anyway.
Joyce mentions Elijah, "Elijah is coming washed in the Blood of the
Lamb" (Joyce 428). Joyce refers to Elijah mockingly.
The Deity ain't no nickel dime bumshow I put it to you that he's on the
square and a corking fine business proposition. He's the grandest thing

yet and don't you forget it. Shout salvation in king Jesus. You'll need to
rise precious early, you sinner there, if you want to diddle the Almighty
God. (a28)
Joyce injects the passage with sexual innuendo from the'obumshow" to the use of
the word "diddle" in reference to "the Almighty God." He refers to God's "business proposition." Joyce, again, rejects God, though less subtly than his previous
rejection in the central passage of the episode.

Joyce concludes the episode with the sentence "Just you try it on" (428).
This may be the most important sentence in the episode, though it seems fairly
standard. The sentence refers directly to the preceding one
got a cough-'oHe's yet
mixture with a punch in it for you, my friend, in his backpocks{"it summarizes the episode as a whole (428).Il in fact, Joyce plays with language and
continues to write in spite of its inefficacy in order to reaffirm the role of the
Artist, and specifically the Irish artist, then he does so in this final sentence. He
encourages the artist to "try it on," just as he has tried on each of the styles of
writing in this episode before breaking and then reconstructing it.

"Oxen of the Sun" is tremendously complicated. I have focused on what
I think is one of its most fascinating preoccupations: the role of the Artist. Joyce's
writing remains subject to Derridean lack, and he recognizes this failure of language. Even so, he continues to write, thereby reaffirming the struggle of the Artist. No matterhow much he manipulates language, it will never function perfectly,
but he continues to try. This heroic attempt reinscribes the role of the Artist as one
who struggles against all odds to create something meaningful in the space of total
meaninglessness.
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Pxan AND Drsi.luy AurNATrou SruDro:
How BusmESS Curruns ATFECTED THE Succsss
or BorH SruDros
CHRTsINA CuDAtls
tT-Ihis report analyzes the reception of both Disney Animation studio's and
I Pixar studio's last ten animated films, those released from 2003-2013,
I through a study of their Rotten Tomatoes scores as phases of varied
Isuccess (a fllm with a score above 50%) and failure (a film with a score
below 50%). Through examining this data, I determine the reasoning behind Disney
Animation studio's recent series of blockbuster hits (a film with a score between 80oZ
and 100%) and Pixar's recent duds (films receiving scores between 39o/o and 78%).
This report provides a more accurate analysis of the studios' performance as it is
devoid of the bias present in the analysis done by reporters and the studio's highest
ranking employees. This analysis may enable Pixar to realize there is a problem
with their business culture and with their recent film strategy. Additionally, Disney
Animation studio may then also be capable of preventing any future unsuccessful
films by avoiding the past business culture problems of both studios. In this analysis,
I utilize a line graph comparing the Rotten Tomatoes scores of the studios' last ten
fllms and the trends present during 2003-2013. I also analyze the business cultures
of each studio during this time period. Each studio's culture largely influenced the
amount of success of each of their films during this time period which established
the different phases. Furthermore, Bob Iger's, Disney's CEO, decision to merge the
studios in 2006 led to both studios being run by only two men, John Lasseter and Ed
Catmull. This led to Pixar's decline from 20ll-2013 as the studio was neglected by
the pair since they were spending a great portion of their time at Disney Animation
studio in order to revive the studio.
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Introduction
Many of the individuals currently leafing through this report have watched
at least one Disney Animation or Pixar film during their life. Most can agree that
Disney Animation's films left a magical spot on their childhoods, although most
shove the films released during the early 2000s into a closet to be forgotten about.
Whereas most view Pixar as a fledgling film company that produced many gorgeous
tear-jerker films up until 201 1 with Cars 2. Since the 2010 release of Toy Story -J, the
studio has yet to release a true blockbuster hit. On the other hand, Disney Animation
studio has been improving with the releases of the knockouts Wreck-lt Ralph in20l2
and Frozen in 2013. Ultimately, the studio has not released a failure since the 2007
release of Meet the Robinsons.Yet, Lasseter, the chief creative officer, Catmull, the
president of both studios, various reporters and movie reviewers can all agree on
what exactly happened to Pixar between 20ll-2013 and if it was a positive or a
negative change.

A more accurate analysis of the performance of both studios may enable
Pixar to realize that there is a problem with their business culture and with their
recent film strategy. Additionally, Disney Animation studio may also be capable of
preventing any future declines by avoiding the studios'past business culture problems. This report utilizes data from rottentomatoes.com to analyze the reception of
both Disney Animation studio's and Pixar's last ten films (2003-2013) as phases of
varied success and failure to discern the reasoning behind DisneyAnimation studio's
recent blockbuster hits and Pixar's recent duds.

My purpose here is to argue that the film history of DisneyAnimation studio
and Pixar studio should be split into different phases of various success and failure.
I will contend this by first further illustrating the conversation that I am attempting
to enter, that of the journalists and film reviewers and of Catmull and Lasseter. Afterward, I will describe the 2006 merger of Disney Animation and Pixar studios and
the immediate effects that this fusion had on the two studios. Next,

I will briefly

define how rottentomatoes.com calculates their Roffen Tomatoes scores for the films
that they review. Then, I will present the graph that I compiled comparing the rotten
tomatoes scores of Pixar and Disney Animation's last ten films (from 2003-2013).
Afterward, I will identify the three phases present in this data and analyze how the
business cultures of the fwo sfudios influenced the formation of these phases. Finally,
I will briefly question the reliability of Catmull's book Creativity Inc. regarding the
possible bias of the author.

Literature Review
Lasseter and Catmull both believe that all is well within Pixar studio. In The
WRAP Covering Hollywood Steve Pond's, an awards editor for the magazine, interview with Lasseter, Lasseter is under the impression that Pixar studio is still experiencing success and that their last five films were the top five films of the year (2014).
In Catmull's Creativity Inc. book, he claims that Notes Day, a day in which Pixar
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was shut down in order for the employees to identiff business culture problems
and brainstorm solutions, largely fixed Pixar's business culture, but that there was
still a lot of hard work ahead of them (2014,282-283,294). Yet, Notes Day was
the last chapter of his book and it was the only solution that he offered for Pixar's
recent decline, even though Notes Day was in March of 2013.
Whereas journalists and movie reviewers alike greatly disagree with the
pair as they believe that the studio has died creatively and is only churning out
sequels to increase their profits. Business Insider, a business and technology news
website, editorial intern Michael Izzo foctsed on the profits and failures of the
films in his "The 13 Most Profitable Pixar Films ofAll Time" article. In the article,
he links these failures to the premiere dates of the films coinciding with the premiere dates of other more popular films and claims that new Pixar films are now
only a "license for the studio to essentially print money" (2012). The Hollywood
Reporter journalists Borys Kit and Gregg Kilday, in their "Pixar vs. Disney Animation: John Lasseter's Tricky Tug-of-War" article, remark that critics claimed
that the studio relied on sequels and lost its'creativity. The pair also claim that
the studio and Walt Disney Animation Studio have switched roles success-wise
(2013). The WRAP Covering Hollywood, an entertainment and media news website, journalist Lucas Shaw offers a slightly different view of Pixar Studio's recent
performance in his "Buying Pixar Didn't Kill Disney - It Saved It" article. While
he also mentions the role reversal of the trvo studios, he brings up the possibility
that Pixar studio is not necessarily failing, but that other non-Disney film animation studios are just catching up (2013). Freelance writer and professional blogger
Jon Negroni also agrees that the studio is failing creatively in his "Ranking the
Pixar Movies by Box Office Success" blog post. In the blog post, he attributes
Pixar's successes to their films that appealed to wider audiences with simple stories and aspects from a range of genres. He identified the studio as maintaining
the status quo lately and that their "creative fortunes" need to be revived (2014).
It is worth noting that these journalists represent the publications that they write
for and that these comments are fairly typical for members of the press since they
must draw in readers with bold claims.

Yet, this study will be the first to utilize rotten tomatoes data to gauge the
success of both studios. Whereas, the above journalists and bloggers solely focused on box office numbers when ranking Pixar's films. Additionally, this study
also correlates those scores to the business cultures of either studio when that film
was released. While Lasseter and Catmull can both look back on their studios'
past film history and cultures, it is challenging for them to do this without viewing
that history with some amount of bias. Their high rankings in the studios automatically make that viewing difficult since they experienced the entirety of that history on Pixar's end and thus some bias may be present in their own analysis of that
history Therefore, this study delivers that history in a new way through phases
while factoring in the business cultures in an analysis that is devoid of that bias.
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As an important side note, I acknowledge that I mainly focus on the
conversation circulating around Pixar in this literature review. However, this is
because there is such a large amount of discussion about Pixar's recent performance since the studio has released so many sequels and duds lately. Ultimately,
I plan on analyzing both studios' performance in this report as a comparison of
their varied success and failure.
How Rotten Tomatoes Calculates Their Scores for Films
Rotten Tomatoes places their scores for films on their Tomatometer.
According to Flixster's, the parent of rottentomatoes.com, help page, the meter
"measures the percentage of approved Tomatometer critics who recommend a
certain movie -- or the number of good reviews divided by the total number of
reviews" (Chari and Greenstein, What is the Tomatometer?,2014). Additionally,
since Rotten Tomato scores reflect the number of positive reviews for a film, I
argue that these scores can be used as an accurate measure of the success (a fllm
receiving a score above 50%) of a film as can combined scores measure the success of a studio during a number of years. These Critics are chosen by the Rotten
Tomatoes staffand are from print, broadcast, and online outlets. Critics must follow a set of criteria for their specific outlet to become an Approved Tomatometer
Critic (Atchitty, Critics Submission,2014). Rotten Tomatoes also uses the same
list of critics to evaluate each fllm to avoid any bias (Chari and Greenstein, Wo
are the Approved Tbmatometer Critics?,2014). Additionally, the scores represent
the "percentage of professional critic reviews that are positive for a given film
or television show". Films earn a "fresh" rating when their score is at least 60%.
Likewise, films receive a "rotten" rating when their score is 59Yo or less. Films
are considered "certifiably fresh" when their score is at least 75Yo and when they
have been reviewed by at least 40 Tomatometer Critics, including 5 Top Critics
(Atchiny, ABOUT ROTTEN TO MATOES, 2014).
Data
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The Moving Average 2 Period trend lines help show trends more clear-

ly by evening out fluctuations in data. The trend lines average each pair of data
points and utilizes those averages as points in the trend line (Add a Trend or
Moving Average Line to a Chart,20l3). This type of trend line was chosen because it best highlighted the trends in the data by evening out the large amount
fluctuations in the data.

of

The Up/Down Bars represent the difference between the scores for each
year. White bars denote Pixar's Rotten Tomatoes score being higher than Disney's

for that year. Black bars denote Disney's score being higher than Pixar's for that
year.
2003-2006: Disney Animation Studio's Mediocre Phase and Pixar's
Peak Phase

During this time period, Disney Animation studio was stuck in a rut of
producing mediocre (films receiving scores between 36Yo and 54%)film (Brother
Bear in 2003 - 38%) after mediocre fiIm (Home on the Range h 2004 - 54%)
after mediocre film (Chicken Little in 2005 - 36%) due to their tendency to focus
on producing what had been proven to sell well in the past (Catmull, Creativity,
Inc., 2014, 134- 135). As a result of the poor (scores between36Yo and 54%) quality of these films, the increase (16%) and decrease (18%) difiterence between the
three films was so marginal that any effect that the fluctuations may have caused
is almost certainly cancelled out.
Pixar, on the other hand, gained its bearings as a film company and was
at peak (producing fllms receiving scores between 74Yo and 99%) performance.
As a result, the studio produced success (Finding Nemo in 2003 - 99Yo) after
success (The Incredibles in 2004 - 97%) during this phase. This success is largely
because the studio upheld story to be key above everything else when producing a film (66) and because they gave directors a large amount of freedom when
producing films (91-92). During these years, Pixar's creative juices as a studio
were still freely flowing which accounts for the production of one of their most
successful films (Finding Nemo).
Yet, Pixar experienced a drop in Rotten Tomatoes scores due to the reception of Cars (74%) in 2006. Nevertheless, it is important to note that, despite
this drop, the studio was still producing "fresh" films while Disney Animation
studio was producing "rotten" fllms, even though Disney Animation studio actually benefitted from an increase in scores during this time period. The reasoning
behind these two phenomena is the vastly different business cultures within the

two studios.
Catmull asserts that one of Pixar's core principles was "Story Is King",
meaning "[they] would let nothing - not the technology, not the merchandising
possibilities - get in the way of [their] story" (66). He also stresses that his em-
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ployees "only wanted to make films of the highest quality and... pushed [themselves] to the limit in order to prove [their] commitment to that ideal" (82). Pixar
also created their own unique review method for directors called Braintrusts. In
o'smart, passionate" people meet every few months
these Braintrusts, a variety of
or so in order to give honest feedback on films throughout their production process (86). Pixar's filmmakers are also completely free to decide if they wish to act
on any of the feedback that they receive (90) and are largely free to pursue any
film ideas that they "conceive" of (92). The studio's success during this phase can
also be credited to their use of computer animation which was quite remarkable
during this time period. Price remarks that Toy Story "was perhaps the first computer-animated film that enabled viewers to forget [that] they were watching computer animation" (The Pixar Touch: The Making of a Company,2009, 92). This
was a statement that many reviewers agreed with ( 1 5 1- I 52) and the studio continued to accomplish this feat with Finding Nemo and The Incredibles automatically
placing the studio on top. Ultimately, Pixar's success during this time period can
be attributed to how much the studio valued telling an entertaining quality story
and the amount of freedom that their filmmakers were given.
Yet, Disney Animation studio had the opposite business culture problem
their employees were afraid to produce risky imaginative films which led them
to rely on already tried and true themes in their films as described by Catmull in
his Creativity, Inc. book. Catmull fuither details this problem with his concept of
"feeding the beast": "As the infrastrucfure of the studio grew to service, market,
and promote each successful film, the need for more product in the pipeline only
expanded... its unintended effect is always the same: It lessens quality across the
board" (Creativity, lnc.,2014, 130). He goes on to describe how new, creative
films are then replaced with films that "mimic proven money-makers" in order
to continue to "feed the beast" (134-135). The members of the studio's fear of
stepping on toes barred them from giving their actual opinions during film review
sessions which only added to their fear of taking any risks (260). This tendency
is what held the studio back from crafting smash hits, like Pixar accomplished
during this phase, and instead led them to create the safe and forgettable films
that they did. They lost sight of how truly valuable story is to a film studio, which
Pixar is evidence of which led them to produce these duds.
as

The 2006 Walt Disney Animation/PixarAnimation Studio Merger
According to Catmull, Iger decided to procure Pixar Animation Studio
in order to "revive" Disney Animation studio as this was during Disney Animation's rough patch of films that many would like to forget (CreativiQ, Lnc.,2014,
247). As a result of this merger, Catmull, the chief technical officer of Pixar at
the time, was named the president of both Pixar and Disney Animation studios
and Lasseter, one of Pixar's executive producers at the time, the chief creative
officer of both studios. Steve Jobs, the founder of Pixar studio, and Iger made this
decision in order to avoid any competition between the two studios that would
threaten to "eventually drag both studios down" (245). David Price, author of The
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Pixar touch: The Making of a Company and writer for The Wall Street Journal,
Forbes, Investor's Business Daily, The Washington Post, Inc., and Business 2.0,
adds, from a phone interview with Catmull, that it was also decided that the business cultures of each studio would remain "unique" by barring each studio from
completing "production work for the other". In this way, it would be ensured that
the studios would not "be integrated together" (Managing Creativity: Lessons
-fro* Pixar and Disney Animation,2014) and that they would remain "completely
separate entities" (Catmull, Creativity lnc.,2014,261).Yet, later on Pixar would
make some suggestions to help improve Disney, but these improvements would
consist of little involvement on Pixar's side. Additionally, the merger greatly influenced the establishment of the next two phases.

2006-2010: DisneyAnimation Studio's Recovery Phase and Pixar's Renewed
Peak Phase
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During this phase, Disney Animation studio was regaining its earlier
magic after the merger. The merger helped the studio reverse their earlier safety
net problem with their films and led them to tackle bigger more imaginative films.
This enabled Disney Animation studio to progress from the marginally successful
Meet the Robinsons in2007 (66%) to the chartbuster Tangled in 2010 (89%).
Pixar played a huge part in helping to make that progress possible for
Disney Animation studio. In the first few years after the merger, Pixar worked
closely with Disney Animation studio to help restore their confidence in themselves by helping the studio implement Pixar's own tried and true principles and
methods into their culture (Catmull, How Pixar Fosters Collective Creativie,
2011, 11). For example, Pixar helped remedy Disney Animation studio's problem of holding back feedback on fllms in development by helping to develop
their Story Trusts, Disney Animation studio's version of the Braintrust (Catmull,
Creativity [nc.,2014, 258). This process began when a group of Pixar directors,
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writers, and editors silently observed a Story Trust meeting for Meet the Robinsons.According to the producer of the film, "it was the most constructive notes
session she had ever seen at Disney fAnimation studio]" (258-259). From that
moment onward, Disney Animation studio's employees began to lose their desire
to protect directors' feelings as trust within the studio also began to grow. Pixar
also helped restore the true genuine nature of Disney Animation studio's films by
convincing the studio to begin conducting research while developing the plotlines
of their fiIms. This began during the development process of The Prtncess and the
Frogwhen the creative leadership team ofthe film visited New Orleans. This new
addition to the story development process "inspired the production of the fllm" in
ways the directors "would have never expected" (268-269).

Interestingly enough, despite Disney Animation studio's growing success during this phase, the idea of shutting the studio down was actually bounced

around Pixar after the merger. Pixar (namely Jobs among others at the studio)
feared that Catmull and Lasseter would be stretched too thin to successfully run
both studios if Disney Animation studio remained open and that they should instead focus on continuing Pixar's unwarranted success. Yet, Catmull and Lasseter
both dismissed this idea as they were both intent on reviving Disney Animation
studio (265). Pixar's employees complaints that they were seeing less and less of
the pair after the merger as they spent more time at Disney Animation studio only
served to foreshadow the oncoming decline of Pixar during the third phase (266).
Pixar was also becoming more successful during this phase. The studio
was continuing to exercise their creative juices by following the principles that
they followed during the first phase. Additionally, Pixar also moved away from
the narrower market (Price, The Pixar Tbuch: The Making of a Company,2009,
256) and dull stereotypical script (256-257) of Cars to the wider market and richer
script of Ratatouille. As a result, the studio experienced a rather sizable increase
in scores between 2006 (Cars) and 2007 (Ratatouille-96%). Furthermore, Pixar
also experienced an increase between 2008 (WALL-E-96%) and 2010 (Up-98%,
Toy Story 3-99%).
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2010-2013: Disney Animation Studio's Magic Regained Phase and Pixar's
Decline Phase
Rotten Tomatoes Scores
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During this phase, Disney Animation studio greatly recovered from its
2003-2006 mediocrity phase and arguably regained its trademark Disney Animation magic as evidence by the blockbuster hits Wreck-It Ralph in 2012 (86%)
and Frozen lr:,2013 (89%).It is worth noting that the studio's various fluctuations
during this phase are very marginal (a 6% increase from 2009-2011, a 4Yo decrease from 2011-2012, and a 3Yo increase fiom 2012-2013), but this is because
their films during this phase were all largely successful. This success was largely
because the studio fully integrated Pixar's methods and principles into their own
business culture and made them their own which led them to finally "unleash their
creative potential" (Catmull, Creativie lnc.,2014,274). Not only had their Story
Trust "become as good as Pixar's Braintrust...with its own personality" (27 ),but
Disney's directors and writers also could not "imagine developing an idea for a
film without doing research" (269).
Whereas Pixar's business culture began to imitate Disney Animation studio's business culture during the first phase and this greatly affected the
scores of their films during this phase. Although, the studio experienced a sizable
increase (39%) between 20ll (Cars 2) and 2012 (Brave), a decline is evident as
their scores during this phase (70s and 30s) were 30%-60% lower than the scores
of their past more successful fllms. These duds can be largely traced back to the
fact that the studio's employees were under a"great deal of pressure" to continue
to produce perfect films which led them to desist creating .irky creative films
(279-280). This is most likely the reason why two out of Pixar's three films during
this phase were sequels (Cars 2 and Monsters University). Additionally, it can be
argued that this reliance on sequels began in 2010 with Toy Story 3, although it
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was one of the studio's most successful films with a score of 99%
Furthermore, Pixar's decline (scores of 39Yo,78o/o, and78%) during this
phase can also be attributed to the fact that Lasseter had way too much on his
plate during this phase (288). As the chief creative officer of both Disney Animation and Pixar studios, he heads Walt Disney Imagineering which is the unit
that is responsible for designing Walt Disney Company's worldwide theme parks
and properties (Price, The Pixar Tbuch: The Making of a Company,2009,253).
Additionally, he also co-runs both studios alongside Catmull (Catmull, CreativiQ

Inc., 2014,245).In particular, this involves giving "extensive notes", reviewing
"story reels", and participating in the first reading of films with directors and
actors at Disney Animation studio (Kit and Kilday). As a result of this array of
responsibilities, Lasseter was failing to balance time between both studios and
this imbalance was showing at Pixar studio. Catmull remarks that several of his
employees commented that meetings with Lasseter ended up wasted because people over-prepared to meet with him. They also complained that meetings with him
were wasted because he carried emotions from one meeting to the next (CreativiQ
\nc.,2014,287-288). Lasseter as well as the pressure on Pixar's employees both
led to the establishment of this phase as consisting of failures.
The Box Office Argument: An Alternate View on the Issue
One method that is often used to gauge the success of films is by comparing the box office numbers of films from a studio. This method is often used by
journalists in order to gauge how a film is performing during its release in movie
theaters. Here, the success of a film is connected to how well it sells in theaters.
Yet, this method fails to measure the number of movie goers who actually enjoyed
the film. While a large number of movie goers may purchase tickets for and view
a film, they may not all actually enjoy the film that they just paid for. However,
my method of utilizing Rotten Tomatoes scores ensures that the positive (or negative) reception of a film is measured, rather than just the ticket sales. Additionally,
my method also adheres to the deflnition of a successful film (one that receives a
score above 50%) that is being utilized in this paper.

Catmull's Creativity Inc.
Before concluding this report, I would like to briefly question Catmull's
Creativity Inc. book While it is an essential primary source, being written by the
president of both studios, it is important to note that bias is present since he began
at Pixar studio. Thus, he is most likely extremely proud of his original studio and
apt to automatically view the studio in a better light than what was actually occurring within the studio. As a result, he may have downplayed his detailing of the
studio's decline during the last phase.
Conclusion
In order to best discover why Disney Animation studio's films were such
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hits during the last three years (2010-2013) while Pixar's were simply re-writes
of their previous series, the past performance of both studios'films must be taken
into account. These phases were largely influenced by the business cultures of
each studio during each time period. Yet, the sheer irony of the third phase for Pixar is that Iger actually meant to prevent this tug of war with the merger by placing
both studios under the same leadership. However, Pixar did indeed get dragged
down and downright ignored due to this leadership decision. Additionally, the two
studios were largely competing against each other due to this decision. During
the last phase, not only were each of Disney Animation studio's films completely
original, but they were also definitely more popular than Pixar's. Whereas Pixar
was just building off of past stories as three out oftheir four films during this phase
were sequels. Ultimately, Iger himself largely caused the establishment of the last
phase as consisting of failures on Pixar's part with his leadership choice. As a final
note, it is interesting to note that both studios'declines lasted three years. It would
be worthwhile for someone to continue my research by analyzingthe studios'performance in the fonhcoming years to see if Pixar begins recovering like Disney
Animation studio did or if their decline extends beyond three years.
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TTIhe purpose ofthis pilot study was to investigate the changes in mood before
I and after a one time improvisation with a JamstikrM in order to understand
if and how the experience will produce a statistically significant method
II for quantitatively addressing mood in music therapy. Participants (N: 15)
were a convenience sample of male and female college students. Using the Quick
Mood Scale (Woodruffe-Peacock, Turnbull, Johnson, Elahi, & Preston, 1998), this
research compared pre- and post-test measures in participants' moods after a 15
minute improvisation session with the JamstiklM while the researcher accompanied
on a drum. Results indicated immediate and significant positive changes in four out
of the six mood factors after a single session: (a) wide awake/drowsy, (b) relaxed/
anxious, (c) cheertulidepressed, and (d) friendly/aggressive. From the results of this
study, it can be concluded that the JamstikrM can be used as a tool of improvisation
to bring an immediate, positive impact on mood. Limitations and suggestions for
future research are provided.
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Introduction:
The belief that music influences mood is not a new concept, the idea actually dates back to the ancient Greek philosopher Pythagoras (571 BC - 495 BC), whose
ideas were also built upon by Plato and Aristotle. "Some of [the modes] make men
sad and grave, like the so called Mixolydian; others enfeeble the mind, like the relaxed modes; another, again, produces a moderate or settled temper, which appears to
be the peculiar effect of the Dorian; and the Phrygian inspires enthusiasm," Aristotle
explains in Politics (Musical mode, 2007). Although this is an age old idea, there is
liule quantitative research to support this claim.

Music therapy is an increasingly popular tool in various settings, however,
there is limited research about the differing methods used for mood regulation. Many

music therapists design interventions to increase skills in decision making, problem solving, coping skills, stress management, medication management, symptom
management, communication, leisure skills, and quality of life; if mood regulation
is taken into more serious consideration, many of these goals will be reached more
effectively. Affecting a client's mood can help with their willingness to attend and
participate in other therapeutic programs at their facility, increase commturication,
and increase compliance to taking medications or following other ffeatment plans
(Silverman & Rosenow, 20 13).
Psychiatric clients are one of many populations that experience positive effects on mood after a music therapy intervention. Additionally, post-stroke and neu-

rologically impaired clients have also beneflted significantly from mood vectoring
during rehabilitation (Kim et. al, 2011). This pilot study will test college students'
change in mood through the Quick Mood Scale survey, after a one time intervention
with a JamstikrM; this method will later be taken to a clinical psychiaffic setting.

In this paper, I will present a set of terms related to the study, and then,
through the literature review, I will present relevant studies to understanding the therapeutic effects of music on mood. This study tested individuals separately, as they
engaged in the process of active music making and improvisation through an innovative new instrument that combines this age's expanding technology and a timeless
instrument, the guitar. The implications of this study's findings will be expanded
upon in the conclusion.
Deflnition of Terms
JamstikrM: "The JamstikrM is a MIDI guitar with real strings. It allows you
to fret and strum like a real guitar and you can even roll up the octaves by pressing a
button on the device. It connects to iOS devices and outputs a MIDI signal that can be
used in almost any audio program including Garageband and Sunrizer" (JamstikrM
FAQ, 2014).

Profile of Mood States (POMS): This survey has 65 mood adjectives that
correlate to six major areas: tension/anxiety, depression/dejection, anger/hostility,
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fatigue/inertia, vigor/activity, and confusion/bewilderment. Each adj ective can be
l-5 scale, and then fit into the correlating category (Scoring for POMS,

rated on a
2013).

Quick Mood Scale: A pre- and post-test that was designed to evaluate
change in mood in an immediate manner. This scale assesses depression, aggression, anxiety, drowsiness, confusion, and lack of coordination on a scale of 1-5.
(Silverman & Rosenow, 2013).
Purpose of Study:
The purpose of this study was to investigate the changes in mood, using
the Quick Mood Scale, before and after a one time intervention with a JamstikrM,
in order to understand if and how the experience produces a clinically and statistically significant method for quantitatively addressing mood disorders. If there is a
significant increase in mood states the JamstikrM will be considered as a clinically
useful tool for music therapists.

Does recreational improvisation with a JamstikrM lead to a positive inWill the JamstikrM prove to be an effective tool for

crease in perceived mood?
music therapists?
Related Literature:

Music therapy has demonstrated several methods of clinical interventions that improve mood in various populations, although the quantitative literature in this area is preliminary. Individuals with serious mental health disorders
are strong candidates for mood regulation, and have benefited significantly from
music therapy, alongside standard care treatments. Music therapy can relieve depression, anxiety, general symptoms, and positively affect the global state overall
(Gold, Solli, Krtiger, & Lie,2009).
A2013 study conducted by Dr. Michael J. Silverman, a professor from
the University of Minnesota and leading researcher in the field, and Sara Rosenow, tests the immediate ef[ects of music therapy on mood in an acute psychiatric setting. This type of research was unprecedented, and served to fill a gap in
the literature of quantitative studies with music therapy and mood (Silverman &
Rosenow, 2013). This research used the Quick Mood Scale, a pre- and post-test
that was designed to evaluate change in mood in an immediate manner. This scale
assesses depression, aggression, anxiety, drowsiness, confusion, and lack of coordination. Silverman chose to utilize the Quick Mood Scale for its practicality;
the POMS scale was known to be more difficult to fill out. The results presented
a significant positive change in wide awake/drowsy, relaxed/anxious, cheerful/
depressed, and friendly/aggressive. The only area that did not improve was clearheaded/confused, but Dr. Silverman suggests that this may be due to medication,
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something that music therapy may not be able to contradict. There were no significant differences between the different types of interventions attempted, but
each of them had a positive effect on mood (Silverman & Rosenow,2013). The
interventions were musical games in a group setting. This proposed study will
examine the effects of a created musical experience with each participant taking
part individually.

Similarly, a study of mood states in neurologic patients documents developmental research for this population as well. This study conducted a single
subject design, and measured using the POMS test. There were significant beneflt
in anxiety, energy, and agreeable mood states; the limitations of the other topics
are considered to be results of methodological flaws. In agreement with Dr. Silvernan, Magee states that the POMS (bipolar form) questionnaire was too difficult (Magee & Davidson, 2002).
A related study tested music therapy on anxiety, depression, and quality

of life in older adults. TWelve participants with depression and anxiety took part
in a 14-week study, where the last four weeks were post-intervention. This study
used live and recorded music as an aid for music improvisation to help expression

related to the client's illness. The results concluded that there was an immediate
impact on the anxiety and depression scores; the changes were smaller during the
intervention period, but improvement was maintained after the post-intervention
analysis (Castelino, Fisher, Hoskyns, Zeng, & Waite, 2012).

Group singing may also be an intervention that benefits mood states.
Participants were divided into two groups, singing (experimental) and listening to
singing (control). During a half an hour session, the individuals were tested with
the POMS questionnaire immediately before and after, and again after one week.
Both groups indicated positive changes in mood immediately after the session.
Some effects were evident at the one week follow-up (Unwin, Kenny, & Davis,
2006).

A music listening study conducted in 2011 tested the effects on mood

of

art production (drawing) and art sorting with and without music listening. Self-re-

port measures of negative mood were evident at the beginning and ten minutes
into the intervention. The two music listening conditions showed greater mood
enhancement compared to the two non-music conditions, but there were no significant effects between the differing art conditions (Boothby & Robbins, 20l l).
Another study that Dr. Silverman collaborated on with Ren6e Mungas,
also used the Quick Mood Scale to test the mood states of a group of students
before and after a drumming intervention. This study tested the benefits of active music making instead of passive music listening or receptive music-based
interventions. Similar to the results of his previous study, there was a statistically
significant difference in scores in the categories of wide awake/drowsy, relaxed/
anxious, cheerful/depressed, friendly/aggressive, and even clearheaded/confused
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(Mungas & Silverman,2014). This was a pilot study conducted on a group of college aged participants, which can then be expanded on in a clinical setting. This
current proposal acted as a similar type of experiment.
The importance ofthis study lies in music therapy's strong need to develop quantitative research literature, and introducing new adaptive and affordable
ways in which mood vectoring can be executed and measured. The study tested
the clinical use of the JamstikrM as a therapeutic tool.

Method:
The participants for this study were male and female students from a
small urban college in Minnesota; the convenience sample was l5 participants.
There was not any control group due to the small sample size, but the pre- and
post-test acted as a control, showing the changes in mood due to the session. The
materials necessary for the study were a JamstikrM (5299.99) and an iPhone. Other materials included the handout surveys that the participants took and a drum
for the facilitator. The instrument used to measure mood before and after the intervention was the Quick Mood Scale, which measures depression, aggression,
anxiety, drowsiness, confusion, and lack of coordination on a spectrum of 1-5.
This allowed the participant to acknowledge what they related to immediately after the intervention, instead of sitting and evaluating whether or not they
were feeling every individual mood in the POMS. At the end of the study they
took the assessment again.

In Silverman's study, the most significant mood changes occurred with
awake/drowsy, relaxed/anxious, cheerful/depressed, and friendly/aggressive (Silvennan & Rosenow, 2013).
In this one time meeting, the participants individually spent 15 minutes
with the JamstikrM; some were more proficient on guitar than others, but all of the
participants had a basic understanding and knowledge of chords on the guitar. The
JamstikrM was hooked up to an iPhone, which was plugged into speakers. The
facilitator had a drum and played music with the participant, letting him or her
lead the direction of the improvisation. The reason that the facilitator was using
a percussive instrument instead of a melodic was so that the participant has no
melodic structure that they might feel pressured to stay in. There was more room
for the individual to improvise and be creative if they were the only melodic participant. The apps allowed them to play with unique scales and keys. The app that
the participants used most was Garageband, in which they can choose between
many instrument sounds and many guitar tones. The apps that JamstikrM created
were also demonstrated. These apps were more structured towards instructional
guitar playing and functional skills. All apps were available for the participant to
choose between.
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The data was analyzedby averaging the scores before and after the intervention in each mood category. A paired samples t-test will also be used to
determine statistical signifi cance.
Results:

Figure 1 - Average Mood States
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Table 3 - Descriptive Statistics

Mood states

P

value

*WideAwake(l)/

Pre-average

Post-average

Average

difference

0.013

2.60

1.90

0.70

0.003

2.70

1.86

0.84

0.013

2.00

r.36

0.64

0.028

r.64

t.2t

0.43

Clear-headed (l) /
Contused (5)

0.336

2.29

2.07

0.22

Well-coordinated (1) /
Clumsy (5)

0.089

2.43

1.93

0.s0

Drowsy (5)

* Relaxed (l) /Anxious (5)

* Cheertul (1) / Depressed (5)

* Friendly (l) / Aggressive (5)

*indicates statistical signifi cance (p<.05 )

A convenience sample of l5 students was tested individually on current
mood states through an improvisatory experience with a JamstikrM. Each student
took the Quick Mood Scale survey before and after the intervention. Six catego-
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ries-wide awake/drowsy, relaxed/anxious,

cheerful/depressed, friendly/aggressive, clearheaded/confused, and well-coordinated/clumsy-were each tested on a
spectrum of 1-5, 1 being the more favorable state.

A paired samples t-test was executed on this repeated measures experiment, to show which categories have a signiflcant correlation (pS.05). This margin of significance was chosen in order to be consistent with the majority of scientific research studies. The test revealed that wide awake (0.013), relaxed (0.003),
cheerful (0.013), and friendly (0.028) were mood states that produced a statistically important increase. Clearheaded (0.336) and well-coordinated (0.089) were not
significant. Figure 3 gives a visual of which mood increases are significant, while
also showing the pre- and post-test averages in each category.
Displayed in figure 1, the average score for the pre-tests were 2.6 (wide
awake), 2.7 (relaxed),2 (cheerful), 1.64 (friendly), 2.29 (clearheaded), and 2.43
(well-coordinated). The post-test averages expressed lower values of 1.9 (wide
awake), 1.86 (relaxed), 1.36 (cheerful), 1.21 (friendly),2.07 (clearheaded), and
1.93 (well-coordinated). Results were shown on a spectrum, in which the ideal
number for each category was l, and the maximum possible was 5.
The post-test averages showed a positive mood increase in every categobut
the
strongest change was in the relaxed/anxious category which showed an
ry
overall average difference of 0.84 and p value of 0.003.

Figure 2 demonstrates that the shape of the trend of mood states for
the class remained very consistent, but became more positive overall. The fact
that they show a visually mirrored pattern shows that the experience globally increased mood. The moods that were increased the most were relaxed, wide awake,
cheerful, and friendly. The non-significant differences were between clearheaded/
confused and well-coordinated/clumsy, although the graph still points to a positive change in mood for these areas.
Discussion:
The findings of this study suggest that the use of the JamstikrM as a tool

of improvisation supports positive mood changes according to the Quick Mood
Scale. The results of a paired samples t-test showed signiflcance in the categories of wide awake/drowsy, relaxed/anxious, cheerful/depressed, and friendlylaggressive. Mood improved globally, which was demonstrated visually through the
comparison of average scores in the pre- and post-assessments on mood.

This study produced statistically significant changes in the four same
categories as seen in Dr. Silverman's 2007 study on mood. While this study was
conducted on college students, it mirrored the results of his clinical findings while
also testing a different method of recreational music therapy.
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As explained previously, improvisational music therapy has been shown

to positively increase scores in anxiety and depression in Castelino's study in
2012. Another study by Dr. Silverman and Ms. Mungas also found support for
mood enhancement with college aged participants in active music improvisation,
during a one time drumming intervention in 2014.
This study shows that the JamstikrM can be used as a therapeutic tool for
musical improvisation, which can ultimately improve overall global mood.

A limitation to this study is the bias of participants knowing what the
study was about prior to participating. Each participant except for one was a music student, which could have also contributed to the positive response to the
improvisation. A future study could compare mood changes between musicians
and non-musicians. Another limitation is the lack of a control group. Due to the
already small sample size in the experiment, the pre- and post-test was aimed to
compensate for the change in mood. A future study that has a larger sample size
could have a control group that participates in music listening, or a non-musical
activity.
Outside factors that could have contributed to the increase of mood besides the improvisation might be the excused time from class, or the excitement
of trying out a new instrument for the first time. The latter factor could be a good
reason to use the JamstikrM in a clinical setting. An instrument that is both practical and technological is a magnetic product to younger generations.

Although this mood study only examines one possible application of
the Jamstik,*, the study concludes objectively that there is a positive effect on
mood through using the product to improvise musically. Ideally, the design of
being technological and musical could lend itself well to working with an autistic
population. Possible goals that could be tested on the device are pain alleviation,
fine motor skills, hand/eye coordination, promotion of physical rehabilitation, and
even cognitive functions such as understanding cause and effect between the fingers and the sounds. Future research is recommended to explore the additional
clinical uses of the JamstikrM.
Conclusion

This study on immediate effects of improvisation with a JamstikrM
showed a statistically significant positive increase (pS.05) in four mood states,
wide awake/drowsy (0.013), relaxed/anxious (0.003), cheerful/depressed (0.013),
and friendly/aggressive (0.028). This data expresses that the JamstikrM operated
as an adequate tool for improvisation in the given intervention. The JamstikrM
shows potential to be an asset to therapists in a variety of interventions. In addition to the existing ways of using the JamstikrM adaptively, Zivix, the company
that makes the instrument has shown interest in designing apps specifically for
therapeutic goals.

-
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tTlhroughout the paper the author finds it incredibly important to set the
stage for the audience and provide them with proper graffiti culture
I
terminology, explanations of the styles and common motivations of
I
graffttr, along with how the public and government typically respond
Jgraffiti. The author

seeks to share further understanding with the audience
through sharing the trends of location of graffiti, the "hiddert art" aspect of
graffiti creation, the impact of legal walls and spaces in graffiti culture, how
social media impacts graffiti, and ultim ately how citizens can begin to recognize

to

graffitiwriters as artists. This submission challenges the audience to explore the
places that they live andbegin to ask questions about how the community views
its local graffiti writers. After reading through this work, the audience should
gain perspective of graffrti writers and have an increased appreciation for the
work that they create and display for the community.
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"Hiding From the Bull": Pieces by Wundr and Btafra Inc, photographed by Luke
Iverson

Building Credibility
As a Street Outreach team member with a nonprofit organization in Minneapolis that provides services to individuals experiencing homelessness, I am in my
fourth year of seeking out "campsites" of these individuals in our city. In doing that
work, I have had the unique experience of stepping into urban exploring through
monkey-ing along cliffsides to reach remote plateaus in the woods, calling out greetings into sewer tunnels near the Mississippi, climbing on all fours under bridges, and
peering into abandoned factories for lone travelers or groups of campers. Urban exploring, by definition, is the exploration of man-made structures, usually abandoned,
such as buildings, ruins, or other man-made components of the environment. It was
in this work that I became deeply familiar with and interested in graffiti in our city.
Furthermore, as a long-distance runner who often takes lengthy runs through the
city, I have had the time and energy to investigate areas of interest more thoroughly
and to document many painted spaces in the city through photographs. In the next
pages, I hope to share some of my findings about styles and types, locations of
motivation behind, and public and private responses to graffiti. I have used field
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research, photographs, interviews with writers who create works of graffiti, and
academic resources to prepare a written analysis of my findings which compares
my experiences and insights from the city of Minneapolis with the flndings of Dr.
Cameron McAuliffe and Samantha Tavares that I will mention below in further
detail. These flndings are meant to stand as intensive field research in a local
context, focusing solely on the TWin Cities and surrounding suburbs, and tend to
underscore academic themes found in a broader context.

My official field research began with a map of the city of Minneapolis
and a camera in November of 2014. I began taking photos of every piece of
graffiti that I could flnd. Having built some credibility over the months, through
gathering and categorizing photos taken in Minneapolis and Saint Paul, I began
reaching out to graffiti writers in the local scene whose work I believed I had
photographed. The social media smartphone app, Instagram, made it possible
for me to get in contact with these graffiti writers that previously would not have
been accessible, due to the secrecy writers must maintain to combat investigation by law enforcement. Being able to capture the work that the graffiti writer
created in a photograph was a powerful way to build credibility with individuals
because some graffiti writers are unable to get a quality photo of their work in
the moment they are creating it. Having an appreciation for the graffiti writers'
work goes a long way in a commmity which welcomes more than those who are
artistically inclined. As relatively unknown and inexperienced explorers respect
the unwritten rules and norms of the community, what is known as graffiti culture
to practitioners, they are more prone to be accepted and respected by practitioners
and explorers alike. I personally demonstrated a lengthy dedication to finding and
documenting the work of a number of writers through various styles of research
of the City of Minneapolis, seeking out places that are uncommonly visited or run
down. I spent days exploring Minneapolis and had several photography sessions,
then discussed the works I captured with the writers in a casual context via social
media and, eventually, requested to interview them to gain perspective on what
goes through the minds of graffiti writers who develop and practice various styles.
I ended up holding fuIl interviews with writers Biafra Inc, Efup, andZemog. Insights from these correspondences are integrated herein.
In addition to the field research that I did in Minneapolis, Minnesota, I
sought up-to-date conversation around graffiti and graffiti writers from around the
world. Dr. Cameron McAuliffe's work, "Legal Walls and Professional Paths: The
Mobilities of Graffiti Writers in Sydney,"published on January 24,h,2013,was an
excellent reference to gain insight on the scholarly conversation on graffiti. While
McAuliffe's in-depth study of graffiti is in Sydney, Australia, his observation and
dialogue on the graffiti culture and graffiti writers heads the current scholarly
graffiti conversation. I believe McAuliffe's research is incredibly applicable to
the local scene in Minneapolis, which I have been observing both casually and
intently over the past four years.
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Another strong voice in the graffiti conversation in 2014 is Samantha
Silva Tavares, who wrote "California Graffiti Removal Programs: Benchmarking San Jos6's Graffiti Abatement Program against Best Practices in the Cities of
Long Beach, San Diego, and Santa Ana". Tavares seeks to gain an understanding
of the Graffiti Removal Programs in California as the state is continually seeking
to rebound from the hard hit effects of The Great Recession. Her research offers
the historical influencers and theories that have shaped American perception of
graffiti and she reminds us of important successful and unsuccessful programming of the past.

It is through utilization of the sources described that I offer the following insights
into graffiti in the local context.
Types of Graffiti

& Motivations

Many residents of Minneapolis encounter graffiti on an everyday basis
and never stop to consider what the purpose of graffiti writing is.
The tag is the most common type of graffiti that one would encounter
because it is the most basic form of graffiti. Oftentimes a graffiti writer will go out
"bombing" and etch, spray, or mark his or her tag in as many locations as possible
to gain exposure in the community to show that they are "getting up" and active
as a writer who deserves respect (Graffiti Dictionary). Getting up and bombing
are different forms of motivation than a graffiti writer who is focused on quality
of work would use because oftentimes bombing is focused in areas where time is

very limited and the act of graffiti leaves them openly exposed.

For some, tags may be the first step into the world of graffiti or their
only attempt. In his essay from 1988, "Graffiti as Career and Ideology," Richard
Lachmann suggests, "Once novices have acquired from their mentors the skills
to write graffiti and an understanding that an audience can recognize individual
writers' work, they create distinct identities for themselves in the form of tags."
On the other hand, there are writers in Minneapolis who demonstrate that this is
not always the case, which may be a difference of location or era. Many skilled
writers have been known to put up tags in addition to more serious "pieces" or
"murals", which will be discussed further and is demonstrated by the graffiti tag
"Shaper"below and a full piece pictured later.

i
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A Shaper tag on City Pages box in Uptown, Minneapolis, photographed by Luke
Iverson.
While driving down Lyndale Ave. I spotted this tag done by Shaper Tags are common in this area and are oftentimes done at night or quickly during the day when
little attention is directed towards the writer and the activity they are partaking
in. Tags are commonlyfound on Franklin Ave, Lyndale Ave, Lake Street, West and
East River Parh,vay, and many other locations in Minneapolis.

In addition to tagging, "throw ups," which lack much detail, are another
form of getting up that graffiti writers use to show the community (the residential
community, but more importantly the graffiti community) that they are developing as a writer. Through throw ups, writers try to display their growth beyond the
simple tagging, which they might show more frequently around the city. Throw
ups are more detailed than tags and typically contain multiple colors or have layers of designs. Graffiti writers who tag limit the amount of artistic ability that the
general public can view, but those who utilize throw ups begin to bring a more
artistic product to the community, which is more complex than one might expect.
Some graffiti writers who create in-depth murals or pieces, which are writer's
paintings, will oftentimes do a rough sketch version of their character or piece as
a throw up in locations where they would never have the time needed to create an
in-depth piece (Graffiti Dictionary).
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A Kater throw up on a train car near Dinlcytown, Minneapolis, photographed by
Luke lverson
This Kater throw up was located on a train car nearby the Mississippi River, in
Dinlqttown, on the Llniversity of Minnesota campus. I have observed that this
spectfic train hasn't moved in over a yean unlike the other trains thatfrequent this
area. Kater shared with me that he frequently visits Minneapolts, but no longer
resides in the area, limiting the amount of work that he creates in the area to only
a.few times a year now. He shared that he is able to throw up a detailed image like
this in under 60 seconds.
Throughout my field research in Minneapolis I have found that both local writers Efup and Kater have been known to throw up partial characters in
locations that urban explorers and other fans would normally not expect them.
The advantage of throw ups, and the motivation behind them, tends to be that
a graffiti writer can show off some of their skill and overall potential in an area
that normally would not see any of their work, especially if they are a developed
graffiti writer who typically engages in large pieces, murals, or work amongst a
graffiti crew.
To the average member of the Minneapolis community, murals and pieces are likely the most impressive form of graffiti. In a piece or mural, the writer
gets the opportunity to show offtheir ability as a graffiti writer and, some might

artist. Graffiti writers that have been around for quite some time develop
in style as well, as noted by local writer Efrp: "it is insane how much a style
can change over time. I have changed my graffiti name twice, and my style has
changed many times. I mostly do a rendition of a face that actually says my real
first name, but it is so hidden in the facial structure that most people think I just
say, an

bomb faces" (Efup).
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What the mainstream viewers may not realize is that it is fairly uncommon for a graffiti writer to begin a piece or mural, even a throw up, without effectively planning out what they would like to create on the city's canvas. Zemog
explains, 'oOne of my favorite pieces would be the angel protecting a kid that's
tagging on the wall. I had a lot of fun creating that because it took a lot of preparation for it. I needed to figure out how to get the paint, stencil, and all the tools
there" (Zemog). Zemog explains that even with the brightest ideas and having
worked out the entire creative aspects of the project, graffiti writers face additional obstacles to establish their creation on the public medium. Zemog adds, o'It was
hard to get to the wall because below the wall there was a big swamp and there's
nothing to step on. I spent all night finishing the piece because I was running into
problems in the process."
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"GHETTO PROTECTED": Created by Zemog, photographed by Luke lverson
Zemog spent hours preparingfor a mural such as "Ghetto Protected, sketching
and cutting out the proper stenciling for the multiple characters involved. He
recently released a vtdeo on his facebook page which shows the process of him
creating a mural in an underground drain. This particular piece can be found
near St. Anthony Main in a local park.
Through another interview, I learned that graffiti writers can be successas well and that their graffiti work may offer writers
a different outlet to connect with a group of people who would not normally encounter their artistic work that is done in a more private space. While speaking
with Biafra Inc he shared, "Aside from stickers, stencils and spray paint, I am also
a print maker. Primarily screen printing but I also dabble in relief and intaglio"

ful artists in other mediums
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(Biafra Inc), intaglio and relief being two opposite styles of how printmaking can
be done with ink . Because of Biafra Incb success as a graffiti writer and his work
in showing his other art mediums at Minneapolis art shows, he has continuously
branched into new mediums such as clothing as well. Each month in2015 Biafra
Inc. is offering a "shirt of the Month" for $12 which he has designed himself that
can be preordered online. If you're ever out walking in Minneapolis, keep an eye
open and you may come across one of his Biafra 1nc stickers or see one of his

Biafra Rail stencil prints on

a

train car.

Graffiti writers, veterans or rookies, are typically very planful before
creating a piece or mural. When working on an in-depth piece or mural, graffiti
writers will commonly work together or work side-by-side with one another to
multiply the impact of the produced work. In these cases, each writer gets to show
offwhat they are best at, which could be lettering, outlining, backdrops, or their
individual characters, depending on the relationships of the writers and what they
bring to the crew. Biafra 1zc spoke about how his Broup, 4DK, started: "4DK
came together as a collective, we were all hanging out and painting a lot, and
doing art shows together, so we decided to put a name to our group" (Biafra Inc).
What Biafra Inc didn't mention in the interview was the amount of impact that
the group can leave on the community. The 4DK is arguably the most talented
collaborative in Minnesota, having brought together members: Biafra Inc, Kater,
Winkie, Wundr, and photographer for the group/ graffiti writer, Urban Camper.
The reason that I would argue that they are the most talented is that the group has
such a wide variety of skills and each member is incredibly adaptable, constantly honing new skills. Biafra Inc. consistently develops unique stencils that he
utilizes in graffiti, along with lettering, and the development of free-hand characters. Although Kater no longer permanently resides in the Twin Cities, he returns
with newly developed monster characters and lettering ideas. Winkie primarily
focused on graffiti lettering with 4DK, but has not been an active member of the
group as of late. Finally, Wundr brings the whole group together by consistently
outdoing himself. Wundr created what is now known as the "Wundr Bird" character and consistently creates human-like characters that appear perfected the first
time that fans encounter them, and does lettering with ease. The group has been
known to feature other graffiti writers Shaper and Pater.
The motivation behind a piece or and mural can also be to convey

a

message that the graffiti writer believes the audience needs to hear. Local graffiti
writer and artist Zemog has become known for his stencil work that almost always
has a message behind it. He enjoys combining what he views as "art with a message" because he is intentional about what he creates and wants to leave a lasting

impression on his audience (Zemog). He and other writers like him are questioning the public assumption of graffiti as an action backed by negative intention.

Public Response: Law and Graffiti
Graffiti differs from most other forms of art in that it is illegal and pun-

-
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ishable by law in many public spaces across the world. Local govemments in the
United States make it well known that destruction of property will not be tolerated, and communicate that those who destroy, damage, or alter property will be
held accountable. What they fail to agree on throughout the United States is the
level of punishment that offenders must face. The law consequences range from

non-existent in legal spaces, which are legalized locations for writers to graffiti,
to extremely severe for damages that are above 5500 or $1000 in some cities.
According to California's Penal Code Section 594, if damage done by a
graffiti writer is calculated to be over $400, the graffiti writer can be charged with
a felony. If damage is over $10,000, which is possible for taggers and active graf-

flti writers, punishment can be over a year in prison and fines close to $50,000.
The writer can also lose their drivers license for up to a year and if a writer is
found with possession of graffiti tools (spray paint or markers) with the intent to
commit graffiti they will be charged with a misdemeanor (Penal Code Section
594-625c). California is known for having more strict graffiti law than most cities
around the country but New York City has taken a very powerful stance as well.
New York City has a wide variety of anti-graffiti laws as well. In New
York City, the government has been known to offer rewards for information about
graffiti writers, "Title 10 S 117.2 of the New York City Administrative Law Code
allows the Mayor to offer and pay a reward, not exceeding $500, to any person
who provides information leading to the apprehension, persecution or conviction
of any person who vandalizes properfy" (Anti-Graffiti City and State Legislation).
The State of New York instills degrees of criminal mischief in regards to proper[y
damage and is known for their intense graffiti task force that set precedence for
graffiti removal. Criminal mischief in the fourth degree is intentional property
damage of $250 or more to another person's property or an abandoned building.
The third degree is intentional property damage of $250 to property of another person and the second degree is intentional properfy damage of over $1500.
These all fall under New York Penal law S 145.00 and S 145.05 (Anti-Graffiti City
and State Legislation).
When I asked Zemog to tell me more about how he chose his graffiti
name, he shared a story that demonstrates the effect of such laws on graffiti writers,'oZemog was the name of one of my friends I used to paint with," he stated,
"One day we both got in trouble [while writing graffiti] and he got deported back
to his country" (Zemog). Zemog reflected on his experience and shared that if he
would have had a legal wall to work on with his friend, things would have turned
out differently and the two could still be creating together. This is a perfect example of how the legal system in the United States makes an example of any graffiti
writers that they catch, in order to make up for those they don't.

In McAuliffe's paper he argues that "The ability to 'strike anywhere'
constructs all surfaces of the city as a potential canvas, producing perceptions
of fear in the disruption of the constructed sanctity of urban space". (Cameron
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McAuliffe , 2013) When McAullife uses the idea of "sanctity of urban space" I
understand this to mean that urban space should be free from unplanned intemrptions or anything viewed as damaging. The perceptions of fear that McAuliffe
speaks in regards to is the uncertainty of when the graffitists work will show up
next. For followers of the graffitist and those who value graffiti, it is interesting
to urban explore around cities for the work of graffiti writers in unconventional
places.

In Minneapolis it is becoming increasingly more common for graffiti
writers, along with graffiti admirers, to take part in exploration activities because
of the legal ramifications of writing graffiti in public, making it more complicated
for graffiti writers to create work in public. The "disruption of the constructed
sanctity of urban space" that McAuliffe speaks of addresses the way that graffiti
can alter the public's perception of the urban environment. In places like downtown Minneapolis, everyday citizens expect crisp and clean spaces in their business communities and negatively view the alteration of public properfy without
the prior approval of the government and city residents.
Both Efup and Zemog shared that as graffiti writers they have developed
their style immensely over time and focus on the creation of the piece they have
planned for as long as possible, unless they foresee an encounter with police.
Although they both aren't comfortable with the legal ramifications of graffiti, believing that laws go too far oftentimes, they personally thrive in the current culture
and have not utilized legal spaces to do their work. McAuliffe echo's this by
sharing a quote by Ferrell (1996), "For the writers themselves, legal graffiti walls
are problematic, as the performative power of graffiti resides for many writers in
the illegal action itself'.

Efup specifically spoke about his encounters with the law, "I have been
in legal trouble a number of times over the years. Never been caught in the act
before, but pictures have gotten me in trouble, and paint covered hands when
confronted by police as well. I've spent 59,000 dollars on my lawyer and a week
in jail, due to graffiti in a building downtown being renovated. I know graffiti is
a crime and that society thinks it is wrong- that's what makes it so enjoyable"
(Efup). While goverurment officials believe that charging graffiti writers with felonies, misdemeanors, and fining them will convince them to stop their behavior,
it may only affect those writers who lack dedication and belief in what they are
doing. Both Efup and Biafra Inc view themselves as artists and don't plan to alter
their behavior, regardless of how Minneapolis views their graffiti writing.
According to founders James Q. Wilson and George Kelling, the Broken
Window Theory is one of the many reasons that city residents dislike and fear
the work of graffiti writers. The theory states that monitoring and maintaining
environments in urban areas and preventing small crimes such as vandalism or
drinking in public, would create a law-abiding environment that would stop more
serious crimes from occurring. By scaring community members into thinking that

-
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graffiti and minor law breaking will overtake their community, it puts residents of
Minneapolis directly at odds with graffiti writers. The theory spurred the negative thinking towards graffiti and presents government officials with the idea that
graffiti is a visible sign of losing the city to crime. In the 1990s and today, governments have continuously adapted new programs to rid cities of graffiti without
coming to an understanding of what graffiti is (Tavares, 8).

Similarly to my observation and experience in Minneapolis, Tavares
in California, "The City of Oakland cannot clearly
define whether graffiti is seen as a piece of art or vandalism. The City Council
speaks about local graffiti

passed a law that criminalizes tagging but also set aside $400,000 for mural proj-

ects" (Tavares, 11). In a related move, "the Minneapolis Downtown Improvement

District (MDID) provides graffiti removal from public spaces within the district
boundaries. Additionally, for a fee, MDID will provide this service to private
properties within the district" (Minneapolis Downtown Improvement District).
Outside of the Downtown Minneapolis area, Minneapolis takes this stance on
graffiti on private properfy, "if the graffiti is on your property, it is your responsibility to clean it up. When graffiti is reported, property owners are notified by
mail. If the graffiti is not cleaned up within seven days of being notifled, the City
may remove or paint over the graffiti and bill the property owner for the cleanup
cost" (City of Minneapolis). "Buffing" a wall, bridge, or area that has been graffitied is the act of removing the graffiti from the location, usually by painting over
it, using a high pressured power washer, or treating it with chemicals. Although
it's disappointing for graffiti writers and graffiti enthusiasts when buffing public
locations takes place, it actually is providing a service for graffiti writers in the
same way it would be for someone to buy a painter a new canvas to work with.
When work is removed by public works, anti-graffiti programs, or private property owners, the removers view this as reclaiming territory from the
graffiti writers who previously had taken over the location. The City of Minneapolis webpage answers the question: Why Report Graffiti? Their answer to this
is, "Graffiti has a negative effect on communities. Along with lowering neighborhood appeal, decreasing properfy values, and driving away prospective homebuyers, it also attracts criminal activity. Worst of all, gang members use graffiti
to promote themselves. Covering up this graffiti takes away this gang tool and
improves the overall look of neighborhoods" (Graffiti Questions and Answers).
This response is very opinionated and the city appears to generalize their opinions
while focusing only on tagging. In reality, this deters the graffiti writers for a
very short time, and it provides them with another free canvas to put their work
upon, when the area is unguarded by community members.

This same pattern happens in abandoned buildings in the Twin Cities
area of Minnesota when people explore the open buildings and take advantage
of the urban canvas that is available to work on. Some of the most intricate and
beautiful works by graffiti writers are in abandoned locations that can be opened
up and are accessible to many explorers, but also can be boarded or soldered
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closed by private owners. Because these locations aren't meant to have writers
and explorers in them, they oftentimes allow more time for writers to spend de-

veloping their pieces. In Minneapolis it is also becoming common for private
owners to put cameras up to combat explorers and graffiti writers. The owner of
the Glenwood-Inglewood Fruen Mill was known by the urban explorer community, whom explored the mill, to patrol the site in the summer of 2013 to prevent
potential trespassers from entering the building and, in my previous observation
while working, I have received the previous message as well when speaking with
the owner. On Saturday March l4th,20l5 several members of the urban exploring
community confirmed to me that they had witnessed over twenty individuals be
charged with trespassing during an hour period, by the Minneapolis Police Department. This prevents both writers from expressing their works on the urban
canvas and urban explorers from happening upon such work.

Locations

It is well known in graffiti culture that writers enjoy the rush of graffiti,
knowing that what they do is illegal, and creating in such a covert way as to avoid
being apprehended by the police. This certainly isn't what motivates all graffiti
writers, but many are motivated by putting their work in the most public locations, and not necessarily always being focused on quality of work due to time
constraints. Earlier in the interview Efup shared how graffiti has been apart of his
life since he was in middle school and how he has always focused on developing
the artistic side to his throw ups and pieces . With that being said, many of the
psychological motivators have continually brought him back to graffiti writing in
the public eye and into challenging locations. Efup shared, "My favorite part is
the rush. Climbing up poles to get on roofs, running across highways, crawling
through tunnels, rururing from cops, hopping fences, daytime bombing, bus hopping - you name it. All about the rush" (Efup).
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"(Jnderground Street

Art": Pieces by Hamer,

Shaper,

& Naiver, photographed

by Luke lverson

first happened upon this hidden treasure while running during the summer of
2014. Ifyou notice the structure of the location, you might observe that the beams
are actually those of a bridge. I found this location in South Minneapolis, while
running along the East River Parla,vay, and it is also visiblefrom the wolking path
that is along the riverbank.

I

Graffiti writers in Minneapolis are continuously more and more creative

in the locations that they choose to graffiti because, in a way, they have to

be.

Graffiti writers specifically have mentioned to me that they have expanded their
reach to suburbs such as: Maple Grove, Minnetonka, White Bear Lake, and any
other locations that would be conducive to creating elaborate pieces that require
extensive time and surface area, which has become a hot commodity. In Minneapolis I've seen work on telephone poles, on top of buildings, in alleys, storefronts, under bridges, along overpasses, in abandoned buildings, train cars, on
major highway bridges over the Mississippi River, and anywhere else a graffiti

writer is daring enough to attempt. McAuliffe speaks regarding graffiti writers
and graffiti culture stating, "In sub-cultural relations, graffiti writers accrue fame
and respect among other writers through their daring escapades; risk-taking behavior and the breaking of laws become signiflcant ways through which graffiti
writers move up the hierarchy towards recognition and respect by their peers".

While enjoying the risk, hiding a writer's identity and working under-the-radar are incredibly important principles of graffiti. However, the finished
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product is arguably the most important because it is what they leave behind for
others to see and directly reflects the effort the writer has put into the work. Onlookers and fellow graffiti writers will be impressed by location selection and
the boldness or the writer, but graffiti writers that create visually appealing and
message sending work to everyday people who view the piece are incredibly powerful. The strength of graffiti writer's clean lines, intricate design, polished work,
and the addition of an empowering message touches everyone who views it, but
fellow writers cannot deny quality work.
Even the most serious of graffiti writers would prefer that the punishments were lessened or adapted so that they could focus more on the artistic development oftheir creations for the public. Biafralnc offers a unique and realistic
perspective for the community; "I would never advocate that graffiti be completely legalized but I am in favor of the charges being reduced. I think the illegality
of graffiti is what keeps people that aren't really serious away. I like that when I
see a tag or a piece or whatever else that I know someone felt passionately enough
about doing it that they risked their freedom to do it" (Biafra Inc). It's important
to note that even though he is one of the top graffiti writers in Minneapolis, he
respects everyone who takes part in the art of graffiti creation. By opening up an
environment that eliminated some of the legal pressure from the government, it
would change the graffiti culture and encourage community members to spend
time understanding graffiti in a different way.

Hidden

Art

Regardless of your opinion on graffiti as vandalism or art, it's important
to take note of the message that we send to graffiti writers and the outcomes of
our actions. In the Minneapolis graffiti scene, it has become apparent that graffiti
is unwanted by the government. That idea is spread to residents through public
policy and acted out by Minneapolis Police. The message sent to graffiti writers
is that there is no place for you to create your work in our city and that we only
recognize it as damage to properfy and public space. Tavares shares a quote that
focuses on differentiating terminology that oftentimes is incorrectly used interchangeably, "contemporary graffiti can be categorized in a variety of ways. It is
important to separately categorize graffiti and vandalism, as the two terms tend
to be discussed in the same context" (Tavares, 10). These policies and the legal
ramifications of being caught have forced graffiti writers into locations that are
deemed the least valuable in the city (trnder bridges, in abandoned buildings, in
sewer drains, train cars, and anywhere these writers can find). In the same way
that graffiti writers are forced into these undesirable locations, if a graffiti writer
goes against this and writes on property that is brand new or deemed historic, the
perception of art is completely eliminated and everyday city residents get upset.

A perfect example of this was in Mill Ruins Park in the spring of 2014. Graffiti
writer Decer wrote a piece in the ruins and news organization CityPages titled the
article: "Mill Ruins Defaced by graffiti" and the Star Tribune's article emphasized
"defacing" and "vandalism" that took place.
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"Your Life on Repeat": Created by Biafra Inc, photographed by Luke lverson
I have interpreted that Biafra Inc. created this piece to symbolize the draining pattern that many employeesfall into while worktng in Corporate America. The idea
is that these people begin tofeel like every day is on repeat, being the same, and
that there is no escapefrom the lifestyle they have chosen. This piece wasfound in
an abandoned compound on the outskirts of the UniversiQ of Minnesota campus.

A number of local businesses have commissioned graffiti writers to decorate the outside of their businesses, suggesting that these owners value the work
of the graffiti writers enough to pay for it, as if to show it offto the public. In the
Lyn-Lake neighborhood near Uptown in Minneapolis, such murals are a common
occuffence. Similarly, on the strip of BroadwayAvenue between Interstate 94 and
Fremont Avenue North in the ltlear l{orth neighborhood, a handful of prominent
businesses on the strip have covered their storefronts with commissioned murals.
The City of Minneapolis actually offers commissioning a mural on your private
property as one of the ways to "Protect your Property from Graffiti" (Graffiti
Solutions). Minneapolis has offered Innovative Graffiti Prevention Micro Grants
since 2008, which allows community members to plan out projects that can help
prevent graffiti and the city will fund them (Innovative Graffiti Prevention Micro
Grants).
One of the writers interviewed, Biafra Inc, alongwith Wundr and Kater
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from 4DK, are known to do commission work in Minneapolis and whenever opporfunities become available. Several members of 4DK teamed up to do a mural
of Paul Bunyan and Babe the Blue Ox at North Country Skateshop in Bemidji,
Minnesota and you can find an incredible "Ninjas and Turtles" mural done in
2012 by Shaper and Wundr in the alley behind Loon Grocery (on 2501 Lyndale
Avenue South). Arguably, one of the most powerful mural commission works in
Minneapolisis Wundr ls fence work along 3'dAvenue South and 2ndAvenue South.
Because it is in the middle of the neighborhood, Wundr is able to share his work
with the community. By allowing him into the neighborhood, they are allowing
him the opporfunity to create specifically for them. By allowing this creation to
take place, the neighbors get to appreciate the work and creative process that it
took to establish, thus gaining more of an understanding of the artistic (non-vandalistic) side of graffiti culture. Wundr 3 work on the community fence is a potential step toward public approval of graffiti in their neighborhoods.
Legal Walls & Spaces
Legal spaces allow graffiti writers to create without having to worry
about being reprimanded by the Minneapolis Police Department. According to
Legal Walls, an online reference that allows users to document and search for
legal wall locations across the world, Minneapolis only has a few legal spaces for
graffiti writers to use . Shameless Inc is a graffiti and shirt store that allows graffiti writers to contact store employees to set up times to paint pieces and murals
on the walls of the organization's building. The Shameless Inc's walls typically
get repainted about every month for new graffiti writers to utilize. This gives
graffiti writers a safe location to develop their graffiti writing without the fear of
the Minneapolis Police Department arresting them and charging them with damage to property. Intermedia Arts is local non-profit organization that also allows
graffiti on the walls of its building. The Walker Arts Center and Juxtaposition
Art occasionally offer legal wall access as well. I believe that Minneapolis could
greatly benefit from an increase in legal walls or locations, both because it would
provide more positive opporfunities for graffiti writers and allow the residents to
appreciate the work of graffiti writers and their culture.

McAuliffe shares that in his research, "several users of the Parramatta graffiti walls have progressed towards roles as recognized creative workers"
(McAuliffe). Parramatta was a legal wall that he found in Sydney and he spent
time getting to know the individuals who used it. Writer POIZEN IVY completed
her design degree at the University of Western Sydney and has since incorporated
her graffiti within the design curriculum. She became a graphic designer and also
created a graffiti sub-culture magazine focusing on female graffiti writers. Other
people that McAuliffe met shared that they began teaching graffiti at a technical
college, opened a small business designing images for t-shirts and skateboards,
and an older writer stated spoke about his crew of more than 30 members who,
"half of them are in jail, and the other half are architects".

-
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Biafra Inc. felt passionate about this as well: "I appreciate the people
in the Twin Cities pushing for legal walls. I think legal walls are a great opportunity for people to showcase their talents and try out new things" (Biafra Inc).
Additionally he traveled to South Dakota's very own Art Alley in Rapid City,
South Dakota (between Main Street and Saint Joseph from 6th to 7th Street) to
spend some time working in this community. He had quite the opinion on Art
Alley, with both praises and critiques, "On one hand I really love that it's open
and available for anything you want to do. It's a fantastic place. You can do giant
things you may not otherwise do, it has a variety of walls and people are always
coming through to admire the walls" (Biafra lnc). Biafra Inc. has some frustrating critiques of the Art Alley and free walls as well, "history and respect are two
big parts of graffiti culture and they are taught as you come up. With the lack of
respect and knowledge in the alley it becomes commonplace for someone to spray
'Tom Rocks!'or any number of dumb phrases on top of pieces that people spent
a long time on" (Biafra Inc).

After reflecting on Biafra 1nc 3 frustrations about the Art Alley, I would
suggest to the businesses that maintain the Art Alley to encourage newer graffiti
writers to focus in one specific portion of the alley. Business owners could designate the portion of the alley specifically behind one business to be for newer
writers, or they could create a rule, or a contest, and keep the most unique pieces
up for 6 months, 1 year, or an agreed upon time span. This would promote respect in the graffiti culture and prevent un-established writers from being viewed
as toys, which is a derogatory term for an inexperienced writer (Graffiti Dictionary). The polished work of veteran writers would be respected and honored for
a period of time without someone who is unaware of graffiti culture accidently
dissing a well-established artist. Art Alley and legal walls provide a welcoming
environment for members in the community that may not appreciate the same
thing under a bridge. Shedding light on the intricacies of graffiti and street art is
a powerful tool to promote many of the positives that these graffiti writers bring
to their community.
Social Media
Due to the lack of accessibility for those who appreciate quality graffiti
and the rising use of photographic social media outlets such as Instagram and
Flickr, urban exploring around the world is on the rise. Veterans of urban explor-

ing and graffiti writing have complained on Instagram that they never thought
exploring drains would be the thing to do, now everyone is. Social media allows
countless graffiti fans to follow the work of any graffiti writer that posts their
work online (or has their work posted online by others) and, additionally, allows
fans to connect with others who share similar interests. Because urban exploring
has grown so much through the communication of social media, magazines such
as (JrbanExplorerMag are creating their first issue in January 2015 and are actively seeking out photographers via Instagram.
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In Minneapolis it is becoming increasingly more common to take part
in exploration activities because of the legal ramifications of writing graffiti in
public, making it more complicated for graffiti writers to create work in public.
The "disruption of the constructed sanctity of urban space" that McAuliffe speaks
of addresses the way that graffiti can alter the public's perception of the urban
environment. In places like downtown Minneapolis, everyday citizens expect
unintemrpted perfection in their business communities and negatively view the
alteration of public property without the prior approval of the govemment and its
citizens.

Pre-social media it was challenging for graffiti writers to connect with
one another to work together because of the necessary secrecy that graffiti writers
must have in order to protect themselves. In the past, graffiti writers would have
limited exposure to other graffiti writers aside from physically producing graffiti
in the same location at the same time or it coming up in face to face conversation.
Social media allows writers to connect with peers they admire and also allows
them to connect with fans who appreciate their work, which was also a key way
in which I was able to make direct contact and conduct interviews.
Fans of graffiti view it as much more than the altering of property. These

followers appreciate the intricate detailed artwork that is displayed on various
surfaces around the city; regardless of how much understanding they have of the
creative processes that most graffiti writers go through before their work ever materializes on a surface viewable for the public. Urban exploring in Minneapolis
has become a very non-traditional way for art observers, specifically graffiti fans,
to encounter talented graffiti writers work. Many of these individuals are willing
to travel far distances, trespass into abandoned buildings, and explore tunnels to
find the work of these graffiti writers. Regardless of how you view these individuals, it clearly is an activity that can be driven by more than a sense of adventure,
but a sense of purpose. If seeking out the creations of the most talented graffiti
writers wasn't a large fuel for this urban exploration fire, why would these social
media sites be thriving so continuously, if they're solely based on individual's
photography? It appears that Instagram and Flickr users have self-interest in multiple forms: appreciating the masterpieces of local graffiti writers as art-work and
the gratiflcation they receive for capturing a quality flick (photo) of that individual's creation.
Recognizing Graffiti Writers as Artists
This notion that graffiti writers are artists has been argued time and time
again by previous scholars but I believe it comes down to the motivation of their
work and the cultural perspective of the city. If a graffiti writer is motivated to
create a piece or mural to display in the community, in a similar way that an artist
would create artwork to share with the community, and they share similar processes in planning and intention as to the outcome of the work, it's challenging
to not appreciate the work of the graffiti writer in the same way as an artist. The
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overall consensus is that the location of where the graffiti writer creates is the
most problematic part of the overall experience.

In terms of legal sites Cameron McAuliffe argues, "Legal sites play a
significant role in the maintenance of graffiti sub-cultures and that legal work by
graffiti writers helps in the conceptualization of the graffiti writer as an artist"
(McAuliffe). McAuliffe's argument is validated in that when community members can view the work of graffiti writers in a positive light, and as a contribution to society, it takes away from the negative vandalistic lens that is typically
sfuck on writers. McAuliffe adds, "...Set in context with the present success of
creative cities discourses and the subsequent revaluing of creativity in the city"
(McAuliffe) meaning that these graffiti writers need a cultural value to be placed
on creativity and art before they can be accepted and recognized as artists. The
legal barriers that much of the United States has created for graffiti writers, specifically in Minneapolis, make it incredibly challenging for writers to safely create
murals and pieces without being arrested. Through my fleld research in Minneapolis and time spent researching the most up-to-date scholarly conversation on
graffiti, I have found that graffiti writers are resilient and will continue to create
regardless of the social pressures that are forced upon them. If the City of Minneapolis created a more welcoming attitude to graffiti writers, which would be
reflected by an increase in legal opportunities for writers to display and develop
their craft, I believe the negative peraeption of graffiti amongst residents would
begin to decrease. Instead of the large budget that is currently allotted to removal
of graffiti, the canvas could be focused in a particular area, or other alternatives
that have been explored in other cities. Contrarily, the appreciation for graffiti
as an art would likely grow. The next time you find yourself in your local city
with some free time; I'd encourage you to do some exploring, and find at least
one graffiti piece or mural in the community to appreciate. Like I've mentioned
previously, they may not be in the most obvious locations, but the city's art gallery
is free and it's waiting for you to come and enjoy it.
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"American: Independence Day 2014": Created by Wunda photographed by Luke
Iverson
This unique Wundr piece strays away from his popular and most common Wundr
Bird character. Wundr showcases his wide range of ability by adding tntricate
details to the character (Hotdog, Flag, Beard, & Hair) and this can be found on
"The Wall of Fame", a well-hidden 200+ foot long wall that is a grffiti spot in
NE MPLS.
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paper compares the two piano trios that Shostakovich wrote in 1923
and 1944 respectively ("Piano Trio No. I in C minor Op. 8" and "Piano
Trio No. 2inB minor Op. 67") through harmony, with aview to spotting

the change of Shostakovich's compositional meaning, if not style, and
how and why did Shostakovich do so. While harmony and form may seemingly be
an abstraction of music itself, they are imperative in deciphering the compositional
process and thus extra-musical meaning registered by the composer. The paper also
redefines the process of "de-Stalinization", explains the meaning of it, and proposes
three new levels of reconsidering the term. In previous scholarship of Shostakovich
studies, there is a scant attention on the integration of historical background and
theoretical application. This paper combines the two realms, putting theories into the
historical context of the Soviet Union, which, I hope, will be conducive to the future
interpretation of "de-Stalinization" as well as the composer's music.

m
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Dmitri Shostakovich, a composer born in 1906, has riveted wide discussion and
attention since the early 20'h century. His life could be summed up as a roller coaster:
he witnessed the ups and downs of the Soviet Union, and experienced how the
dictators, especially Stalin, treated art and music throughout his life. Although his
symphonies are more well-known, chamber music, does hold a crucial position in
Shostakovich's music.
Despite the fact that the first piano trio was an unpublished work and was written
when Shostakovich was just 17, while the second was written for Ivan Sollertinsky
after his death (or/and after Nazi genocide on the Jews), their importance has been
played down, especially their connection with Stalin (Volkov, 1979,2007). The two
piano trios were composed in diametrically two different periods. In 1923 Stalin
still had not fully taken reign and Soviet Realism had not yet been proposed. On the
contrary 1944 was in the pinnacle years of Soviet Realism after the Great Terror,
although much attention was directed to WWII. By and large, these favourable
features could allow me to probe into the significant differences and similarities of
the two trios and investigate the underlying rationale.
Therefore, this paper aims to compare the two piano trios that Shostakovich wrote
in 1923 and 1944 respectively ("Piano Trio No. I in C minor Op. B " and "Piano Trio
I'{o. 2 in E minor Op. 67") through harmony, with a view to spotting the change of
Shostakovich's compositional meaning, if not style, and how and why Shostakovich
did so. The paper also redeflnes the process of "de-Stalinization" and explains its
meaning. In previous scholarship of Shostakovich studies, there is scant attention
on the integration of historical background and theoretical application. This paper
combines the two realms and is conducive to the future interpretation of the term

"de-Stalinization"

as

well

as the composer's music.

Seldom do scholars notice that de-Stalinization is a continual process and not
an absolute point in time (the time after Stalin's death). We cannot tell when the
process exactly began but we can observe it through the change of music - in this
paper, the two piano trios. As Filtzer (1992, p. 2) states, for example, Khrushchev
was "synonymous with the term 'de-Stalinization"', and the term relates to postStalin political liberation as well as economic reconstruction and reorganization.
However, the first trio serves as a basis for comparison and it shows how "tonally"
Shostakovich could compose despite the fact that his works around the 1920s are
somewhat atonal and accentuates the process of de-Stalinization epitomized in the
second trio. The second trio clearly deviates from the "acceptable qualities" stated
in the official statement but Shostakovich did not continue writing as tonal as his
first trio but embroidered the second trio with some "acceptable features". The first
trio displays the unlimited creativity of Shostakovich as an artist whereas the second
trio exhibits his deformation of the harmony of the Classical tradition which ignites
extrinsic meaning. These comparisons demonstrate a continual change in his music.
Therefore, I reinterpret the term "de-Stalinization" in the field of music as a process
contriving to escape from Stalinist rule and establishing a unique kind of music in the
Soviet Union in the period during and after Stalin's reign.
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In fact, the rancorous debate around Shostakovich concerns merely with
Shostakovich's approaches to composing music, largely void of genuine musical
analysis of the composer's music (Volkov, 1979,2007; Fay,2000; MacDonald,
2006). Surprisingly, there is a paucity of literature about the composer's two
piano trios, especially the first. There is one important point worth noting: the
majority of the literature on the piano trios, notably the second, is polanzed.
They are either written in a cardboard historical manner, for example, Volkov
(1997) and Roseberry (1982) and or with mere music analysis with little regard
to the historical background or meaning, Brown (2006) is a case in point. Volkov,
without any fuither explanations, wrote in his book that the Piano Trio No. 2 is
"a memorial work with a palpable subtext" (Volkov, 2007, p. 235). More often,
scholars only mention the aim of the piece, which is to pay homage to the death
of Shostakovich's closest friend, Ivan Sollertinsky, although many agree on the
political meaning underneath by virtue of Shostakovich's assimilation of Jewish
themes in the trio due to the Nazi genocide of the Jews (Braun, 1985). Yet,
scholars have evaded the controversial question on whether the piece contained
formalist elements against Stalin and the Soviet regime (Roseberry, 1982;Fay,
2000; MacDonald, 2006; Volkov, 2007).
On the other extreme, music theorists such as David Fanning and Stephen C.
Brown have been focusing on accounting for what has Shostakovich written;
however, seldom do they tell what it means. In Fankhauser's recent work in20l3,
"Cadential Intervention in Shostakovich's Piano Trio in E minor, op. 6'1", for
example, it perfectly explicates how cadential intervention occurs in the piano
trio but shies away from mentioning its referents. The same evasion is made by
Brown in his work "Tracing the Origins of Shostakovich's Musical Motto", yet
he pinpoints that Shostakovich was profoundly influenced by Stravinsky and
Prokofiev (Brown, 2006).

As far as the Piano Trio No. 1 is concerned, a scarcity of literature can be
found, perhaps because Shostakovich wrote it when he was only a student at the
Petrograd Conservatory and therefore his compositional styles and techniques
were immature. However, McCreless's "The cycle of strucfure and the cycle
of meaning: the Piano Trio in E minor, op. 67" reconciles the two extremes by
integrating both theoretical and hermeneutic analysis in Shostakovich's piano
second trio. He associates, for example, the "Jewish F" with "unjust deaths by
political terror" (McCreless, 1995, p. 136). He also reconsiders the interaction
between "cyclic structure" and "cyclic meaning", which is similar to what I called
narrative expansion: the integration between immanent and extrinsic meaning
of a piece of music. Therefore, his analytical approach is central to my current
paper and I believe this approach to analyzing Shostakovich's music is the most
appropriate. Yet, scholars seem to have neglected the importance of his article by
continuing to indulge themselves into the theoretical realm.
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Previous literature has been swirling around a "Shostakovich War" (Ho &
Feofanov, 2011, vi): the veracity of Solomon Volkov's Testimony: The Memoirs
of Dmitri Shostakovich in 1979. As a Russian music journalist, Volkov posits
that Shostakovich was by no means a politically insouciance person but a "secret
dissident" who showed his hatred of Stalin in disguise (Volkov, 1979). His claims
were based largely on his personal acquaintance with Shostakovich himself, which
was never been conjectured before. On top of that, the book, contingent on the
manuscripts and private conversations with Shostakovich, purportedly contends
that Shostakovich's music has no shortage of dissenting coded messages toward
the Soviet regime. As Volkov (1979, xxv) states, Shostakovich "played the fool,
while actually being a persistent exposer of evil and injustice." While this book
led to critical re-evaluation of Shostakovich's music by Western musicologists at
that time, controversies followed.
Evidently, Laurel E. Fay is an opponent of Zes timony.In her essay "Shostakovich
versus Volkov: Whose Testimony?" in 1980 and her subsequent book Sfto stakovich:
a life in 2000, she blatantly and acrimoniously questions the authenticity of
Volkov's Tbstimony. Indications that Volkov plagianzed and fabricated Testimony
could easily be found in her work (Fay, 2000). The "war" becomes more acute and
complicated when more musicologists and scholars take their sides. Ho, Feofanov
andAshkenazy's Shostokovich Reconsidered is one which supports Testimony and
contends that Fay should not discredit the whole Testimony because of minor
errors (Ho, Feofanov & Ashkenazy, 1998). On the other hand, Irina Shostakovich,
the third wife of the composer, published "An Open Letter to Those Who Would
Abuse Shostakovich." Vehemently, she reprimanded Volkov of abusing the name
of Shostakovich to create certain kind of scandal, and this had humiliated his
memory (Shostakovich, 2000). Brown's (2004) book A Shostakovich casebook
intends to rupture the defense for Testimony. Apparently, the controversy will
never end. Ho & Feofanov wrote The Shostakovich wars in 2011 to respond to
Brown's book and Volkov wrote another book to restate his ideas in 2007 but
sidestepped his opponents'affack; in the previous year, Ian MacDonald finished
his book The New Shostakovich defending for Volkov.

NARRATIVE EXPANSION
The notion of o'narrative expansion" is first coined by Gibbons in his
article "Debussy as Storyteller: Narrative Expansion in the Trois Chansons De
Bilitis" in 2008. Gibbon's notion preoccupies with the ability of the audience
to make "intertextual connections beyond the bounds of the song cycle at hand"
(Gibbons, 2008, p. 7).He mentions the intertexuality of the three parts of the
Debussy's as interthematically related, in particular, the last part, is an overall
conclusion of the entire song. This technique, he suggests, allows an interaction

between the composer as

well as the audience (particularly

second-level

listeners), which I believe is crucial to my study due to the fact that how a listener
perceives Shostakovich's music and his participation are important. However,
since Gibbons focuses a large part on the text but lifile on music, I redefine it
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as "the expansion of musical meaning as narrated by the music itself." I find
this is a better interpretation than Volkov's equivocal terminology to describe
Shostakovich's music that is comprised of coded messages toward Stalin. In fact,
narrative expansion is a more accurate term to describe the composer's music and
compositional style instead of a "secret dissident" after all.
On top ofthat, Nattiez (1992) points out two categories ofmeanings in a piece of
music (in the time when he refers to Wagner specifically): "immanent meanings"
and "extrinsic meanings". The former, as McCreless ( 1995,p.117) puts, concerns
with "meanings embodied in intrinsically musical relations" while the laffer
"meanings that provide a link to 'socio-cultural, ideological, political, artistic
and philosophical contexts"'. Howevet this categoization compartmentalizes
music and its meaning and fails to regard music and musical meaning as a single
continuum. Often, using Nattiez's terms, immanent meanings bring about, if not
connote, extrinsic meanings. Therefore, narrative expansion provides integration
between immanent and extrinsic meanings and it is what McCreless intended to
achieve in her article. This idea will be employed throughout the paper.

TONALITYAND HARMONY
Harmony is a structural system denoting the combination of notes, whereas
tonality refers to "systematic arrangements of pitch phenomena and relations
betrveen them" (Hyer, 2015). The following table is a sine qua non of comparing

the two piano trios owing to its authenticity: it was an official publication after
the condemnation of Shostakovich's two operas, The Nose and Lady Macbeth of
Mtsensk in 1936. It clearly states the requirement of a piece of music under the
state's control.

Table 1 "Some acceptable and unacceptable features of Soviet music", from

Kuhn's (2010, p. 8) Shostakovich in Dialogue: Form, Imagery and ldeas in
Quartets l-7 (from"Muddle instead of music")
Unacceptable qualities

Desirable qualities

Dissonance, cacophony, harshness

Beauty, warmth, lyricism, a clear harmonic structure

Confusion, lack of structure, musical Simplicity, comprehensibility, tunechaos

fulness, clear structure, harmonic and
emotional logic

Crudity, primitiveness, l.ulgarity, per- Healthiness, good moral fibre, 'sup-

version, unhealthiness, immorality,
sexual explicitness

porting the determination of the Soviet
people to banish crassness and crudeness from every corner of Soviet daily

life'
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of melody
phrases
'that'
musical
and embryonic

Fragmentation,'snatches

Wholeness, organic-ness

appear, fade away, reappear and disap-

pear again'

Satire, grotesquery 'music stood on Simplicity, realism, healthiness, exits head, written not to echo classical pression of genuine emotions
opera, having nothing in common

with

symphonic sounds'
Insane rhythm

Melody, warmth, lyricism, expression
of real emotion

Modernism, formalism, freneticism, A clear relationship with the classics,
resemblance to modern composers of particularly such Russian composers
Western Europe, or jazz
Subj

ectivity, individualism

as Mussorgsky,

Tchaikovsky, Glinka

Objectivity, connection with the people

A lack of connection with Russian folk Connection with intonations
sian folk song
music

of

Rus-

Innovation, novelty, originality for its Connection with the classics
own sake, cheaply witty devices

An appeal to aesthetes and formalists An appeal to the people, simplicity,
who have lost touch with good taste

accessibility

Stalin's foreign policy: "Socialism in One Country" and his opponent
Before delving into the comparison, understanding the prime Stalinist policy that
many scholars have missed in order to comprehend the socio-historical contexts
of the two trios is of great importance. Stalin's policy and notion of "Socialism
in One Country" emphasized on a worker-peasant revolutionary coalition under
proletarian leadership and eventually the setting up of a bourgeois-democratic
dictatorship of workers and peasants, which would prepare the conditions for
a possible socialist revolution (Davies, 2005). Stalin also advocated that the
revolutionary process should stop at this point in order to first improve the poor
economic conditions in the Soviet Union. In addition, this idea is preoccupied
with the promotion of self-sufficiency (Zyzniewski, 1958). Nevertheless, he
emphasized that world revolution was and would always remain a prime objective
of Soviet policy. Therefore, in view of this policy, Stalin laid much attention on
the revolutionary ideology among the workers and peasants and thus disallowing
any "formalist" elements from disrupting.

Trotsky's idea of "permanent revolution" was the stalwart opponent of Stalin's.
Trotsky argued that, revolution in Russia would begin as a bourgeoisie revolution
and the proletariat would then naturally bring about the socialist revolution,
leading to the dictatorship of the proletariat (Carr, 1970). He accentuated that
Russia should take the initiative to set up communist goverlments in the West
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to avoid being crushed by reaction or an imperialist war (Carr, 1970). Trotsky's
"permanent revolution" was the view that a socialist economy could not be
built in Russia except with the aid of a proletarian revolution in other developed
countries. Therefore, his idea concentrated less on the absolute constraint on
artwork but more on a swift external Soviet ideological establishment.

First Piano Trio
Shostakovich wrote his first piano trio

in

1923 when he was 17, the third

year at the Petrograd Conservatoire. It was originally entitled "Podme" (Poem).
Dedicating the "poem" to his lover Tanya Gilvenko, Shostakovich was nevertheless
still a student and sought to use experimental compositional techniques to create

Romantic elements. Digonskaya (2010) points out that the second subject in
the trio resembles the beginning of the second movement of Shostakovich's B
minor sonata and conveys the composer's affection with his lover similarly to his
sonata. Contradictorily, in the year before he composed the trio, his father, Dmitri
Boleslavovich, died and he himself suffered from deteriorated tuberculosis.
Therefore, the work oozes a duality of love -his condolence and affection towards
his father and lover respectively. The work was published posthumously and
reassembled from scattered manuscripts with the final 2}bars being composed by
Shostakovich's student Boris Tishchenko.
As far as the political background is concerned, 1923 was ayear of struggle
between Stalin and his opponents (especially Trotsky with his idea of "permanent
revolution") while his foreign policy of "Socialism in One Country" had not yet
been established (Carr, 1970). This is a crucial point that many scholars, including
Volkov (1979,2007) himself had missed. Stalin had not yet been established as
a leader and controlled the artwork in the country in 1923; after Lenin's death in
1924 that he took the reign.
Concerning the tonality and harmony

in

Piano Trio

No. l, the work is

predominantly tonal with scattered chromaticism. Although the key is unstable
in the inception of the piece, there is an affirmative establishment of Eb major
from bar 103 onwards along with traditional chord progressions. Ex. 1 clearly
demonstrates the classic I-IV-V progression and the singing-like lyrical melody
aptly responds to the theme of love in the trio. On the other hand, the piece is
harmonically experimental in terms of its employment of chromaticism and
octatonicism. The cello solo in Ex. 2 exhibits the hybrid ofchromatic and octatonic
upward and downward movement, through which this idea permeates the entire
piece. Compare the stalwart establishment of tonality in the flrst trio with the
second, the latter is of polar difference.
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The Second Piano Trio
Written in 1944, the work was in the pinnacle years of Stalinism. Despite the
fact that Stalin's attention was directed to the Second World War in the face of
the breach of the Nazi-Soviet Non-Aggression Pact previously signed in 1939
by Germany (Carley, 2001), he did not give up consolidating the worker-peasant
coalition and thus preventing any "formalist" elements from taking their tolls on
the people's revolutionary spirit (Davies & Harris, 2005).

Although the dedicatee of the second piano trio was Sollertinsky, one of
Shostakovich's best friends who accompanied him for 17 years, Shostakovich
laid much emphasis on the victimization of the Jews in the Nazi death camps
(MacDonald, 2006). Through reading the news that the Jews had to dance beside
the graves to which their bodies would be dumped, Shostakovich, apart from
expressing his sorrow for the death of Sollertinsky, incorporated elements of
outrage due to the deaths caused by another totalitarian country namely, Germany.
Many scholars conjecture meanings beyond. Radice (2012, p. 2a7) states that
"shostakovich uses Jewish musical topics as a broader signal indicative of the
victimization of humanity" while McCreless (1995, p. 136), as aforementioned,
interprets the "Jewish F" with "unjust deaths by political terror". In fact,
MacDonald (2006, p. 17$ explicates the rationale behind this piece:
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in late July and early August, [the flnale] is the first of

Shostakovich's 'Jewish'pieces, in this case provoked by reports in the Soviet
press of the Red Army's liberation of the Nazi death camps at Belzec, Sobibor,

Majdanek, and Treblinka. Horrified

by

stories that SS guards had made

their victims dance beside their own graves, Shostakovich created a directly
programmatic image of it."

While the trio was well received and was rewarded a Stalin Pnze in 1946 (Fay,
2000), the harmony of the second trio is, however, sometimes unexplainable
as Fankhauser (2013, p. 224) states, "[harmonies in the second piano trio] may
function solely as rhetorical references to an older, traditional aesthetic." In his
article, he rightly points out that "analysis of the music of Shostakovich may
no longer lead to the discovery of unified underlying processes of functional
tonality"; rather, the harmonic ambiguity invites hermeneutic analysis, that is, in
my own term, narrative expansion. In fact, scholars have largely agreed upon the
"cadential intervention" in Shostakovich's second piano trio, meaning that the
normal progression, especially V-I, is "interyened" by an extra material, making
the tendency tone unable to resolve (Fankhauser,2013; McCreless, 1995). For
example, cadential intervention occurs two bars before figure 105. The resolution
ofthe flattened-second scale degree F is intervened by a sudden change of tonality
and tempo. This largely deviates from the classic norn since it disrupts the
formation of tonality.

Another difference of the second trio from the first is the use of polytonality
by employing two distinct tetrachords. Ex. 3 shows that the violin part in bars
9-10 uses a [0134] tetrachord and Shostakovich made use of this [0134] chord to
create two distinct tonalities (Brown,2006). For instance, Bb-F-G-A and F#-GA-B tetrachords are not resolved throughout the entire third movement until the
finole. Brown (2006) also points out that Shostakovich used modes of Freigish
(Phrygian with raised scale degree 3) and Dorian with raised scale degree 4 while
they embed [0134] tetrachords. Compare with the flrst piano trio, the second
trio's tetrachords create a more dissonant sound than the chromatic and octatonic
melodic ascents and descents in the first due to the loss of tonality (the chromatic
melodic materials in the first trio have a tendency going toward the established
tonic, while in the second, the scale degree 4-3-2-l motif to the tonic is often
intervened (McCreless, 1995)).

With the above analysis, it is surprising finding that the first trio, under minimum
restriction by Lenin at that time due to his preoccupation with the New Economic
Policy (Lenin, 2008), Shostakovich wrote a piece with clear harmonic structure
and lyricism. As a corollary the second trio should have been more tonal with
less formalist elements under the strict control by Stalin. However, he wrote the
second trio with "dissonance, cacophony, harshness", which are "unacceptable
qualities" stated by the government.
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Ex. 3 Shostakovich, Piano Trio in E minor, Op.67liii, mm. 9-10 (violin)
The reason he deviates from the national prescription is obvious: Shostakovich

incorporates extra-musical meanings (i.e. narrative expansion) toward
Stalin's rule and camouflages the entire second trio with "some acceptable
qualities". McCreless (1995, p. I22) posits that "the instruments cannot speak
independently...something devastating...rendered them almost speechless" and
"the instruments [are] unable to do anything but repeat the same material" while
MacDonald (2006, p. 173) states that the cello "weeps like an abandoned boy"
from the start. The muted cello at the very beginning of the piece represents the
mtazzled voice of the people in the Soviet Union, if not Shostakovich himself,
and is not found in the first trio. Moreover, the use of minor mode, Jewish folk
idiom (flattened-second and flattened-fourth scale degree; Brown (2006) names
it "modal lowering"), melodic augmented seconds and the semitonal movement
in the piece rendered the piece somber, leading to a strong association with death.
Regarding cadential intervention, McCreless (1995, p. 128) states that it "[forces]
ourselves to believe something that seems obvious, but that we somehow cannot
grasp or accept". Shostakovich did not imply candential intervention in his first
trio but the second. Evidently, the second piano trio signals significant political
meaning: his resentment toward Stalin's rule.

Others might challenge such

a

conjecture owing

to the political

background in 1923 when Shostakovich wrote his first piano trio: Shostakovich
was "forced" to write such a tonal piece in a totalitarian country. However, by
looking at his other work in the same period, for example, Murzilka in 1920, it
is not hard to find out that is a completely atonal piano work during the reign of
Lenin. This shows that Shostakovich wrote his first piano trio in an unpressurized
environment. The first piano trio evinces that Shostakovich has the ability to write
such a tonal piece, but this kind of compositional style did not occur, sarcastically,
in the second trio, written in a contained artistic milieu. This is in contrast to his
second piano trio and accentuates its narrative expansion and political meaning-
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Shostakovich's compositional style hinges on his willingness and his intended
meaning.

Of course, Shostakovich did some camouflages in terms of harmony in
his second trio. For example, although tonal goal is intervened, the scale degree
4-3-2-l motif finally arrives at tonic. This renders the piece out of the scope of
"atonality". The second movement, I think, is of great importance. The very tonal
contrast makes the people believe that it was a tonal piece. HoweveE in fact,
Shostakovich takes advantage of this movement to provide a stark contrast and
it resembles some kind of recollections before Stalin's rule, thus accenfuating
how Stalin's rule takes its toll on the Russians, as shown in other movements.
Moreover, as Kuhn (2010) states, the second trio has used Russian native folk
elements, especially in its melody and parallel triads. These "acceptable qualities"
make the work acceptable, even well received by the Russian audience.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In fact, many scholars focus on guessing the underlying meaning in
Shostakovich's music, but "how far should we go" remains a question. Taruskin
(2009,p.343, cited in Fankhauser (2013, p.222)) answers, "as far as it serves our
interests". This is, of course, an ambiguous answer. But in his book he contradicts
himself by waming scholars not to make definitive conclusions on both structural
and hermeneutic analysis.
In light of this, and the fact that the meaning in Shostakovich's music
may subject to personal variegation and interpretation, I would like to propose
three levels of reconsidering de-Stalinization and its meaning. The first level
concerns with the means of achieving the process. This paper, already through
harmony, demonstrates it. However, one has to bear in mind that the process of deStalinization should be shown in a comparative or continual study in order to spot
the change of pre-Stalin and post-Stalin era. Therefore, the means of achieving
the process, shown by comparative studies, can be further subdivided into musical
and non-musical means. Musical means include the traditional musical elements,
such as harmony, form, rhythm, timbre and more; non-musical means include
any other elements that can help trace the process, for example, letters, comments
from other composer-related people, magazines, documentary to name but a few.
All these are the means of achieving the process of de-Stalinization, whereas they
bear certain kind of objectivity, especially in meaning, without contextualization.

The second level concerns with the overall process itself. It is not useful or
meaningful to know every single hidden meaning in Shostakovich's music
owing to mainly personal conjecture (and it meaningless to challenge the others'
postulation insofar as by challenging the others you are making some guess
work on the other hand simultaneously, though supported by other "objective"
musical examples, perhaps), but the process of de-Stalinization is important. A
process, it can mean to overtly rebel, or rebel in disguise, but it is less important
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to know he is doing so in which way, in his music at least, because it has already
demonstrated the process of rebellion and the means of achieving the meaning
and the process, is less important after all. This seems to contradict with the first
level consideration - this level of consideration does not play down the value
of the means of achieving de-Stalinization but it only changes the focus to the
process per se and treats the means as a contributory factor to the meaning and
the process. It also shows that a comparative study is far more convincing than
analyzinga single piece of Shostakovich's music because the former can trace the
process of de-Stalinization (also the means of achieving it) but not merely the way
of achieving it.
The third level concerns with the mental process in considering another mental
process ofthe composer in achieving de-Stalinization. This is an imaginary process
that does not exist physically but determines what does exist in the real world. To
make it clear, before having the means of achieving the process, there should

be a mental process of contemplating the process. Of course, de-Stalinization
is a retrospective consideration but one cannot deny the fact that the composer
should have it somehow in his mind in "de-Stalinizing" Stalin's rule in order that
his music will thus demonstrate it. The third level consideration does not only
concern with this process, however, but the thinking process of perceiving the
composer's mental process in achieving de-Stalinization. In other words, how
the audience perceives the thinking process of a composer (Shostakovich, in this
paper): how and why, and the meaning behind the composer's mental process.
This is, of course, not concrete at all, but as I mentioned above, it determines what
the music zs, not only how the composer writes the music, but also how the music
is perceived.
Therefore, there is circularity inthesethree levels ofconsideringde-Stalinization:
from the means (musical and non-musical), to the overall process, to the mental
process that determines the means and how we perceive the means, and back
to the means contributing to the overall process. As a result, not only does the
process of de-Stalinization concern with the composer, but also the important role
of the receiver, and that is also what narrative expansion emphasizes on.

All in all, this paper provides historical and musical perspectives in analyzing
Shostakovich's compositional meaning, but evidently, the composer's
compositional style did not change, as shown in his early piano work. Shostakovich
is an opinionated and self-assertive person who voices himself out ofhis own will.
His compositional style is contingent on his volition and the meaning that he
intended to convey. Shostakovich composed the first piano trio with clear tonal
centers, dedicating it to his lover. In1944, Shostakovich, with circumspect analysis
of his music, did not truly follow the state requirement but disguised dissenting
extra-musical political meaning in his second piano trio. Apart from showing
the process of de-Stalinization, Shostakovich's music is nevertheless not a mere
disguised protest against Stalinist rule combining tonal and atonal elements, as
stated by Volkov (1979), but a kind of music sui generrs: it is Shostakovich's
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music that stands no comparison to any other kinds of music.

Of course, there are limitations in this paper and room for future studies.
First, only one aspect, harmony, among all musical elements, is analyzed. And
this paper only examines the first movement of the second piano trio, which is
completely on my personal opinion and can be challenged, but not the entire trio,
which is a huge gap for future scholarships.
Moreover, since de-Stalinization is an important concept in this paper,
future scholars can conduct more comparative studies on, not only Shostakovich,
but also other Russian composers to trace the process. Perhaps the time gap
between the two piano trios is too huge that the process of de-Stalinization may
be affected by many other factors in this study, but it is still worth doing it due to
the fact that Shostakovich only writes two piano trios in his life. Future studies
may perhaps focus on the change of his piano work and symphonies since many
recent studies preoccupy with the particular meaning in a symphony, for example,
his Symphony No. 5. Of course, other composers, especially Prokoflev, are also
under-researched. I hope my current study will contribute to the scholarship in
Shostakovich's music, if not Russian music as a whole.
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